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ABSTRACT
Past research has indicated that shrink sleeves can lead to higher product trial
rates, better long-term sales, and greater likelihood of brand loyalty. A pilot study and a
primary experiment were conducted to investigate the significance of distortion and the
ability of the Human Visual System (HVS) to recognize it in packaging design.
Distortion works primarily in shrink film on which an image is printed, so these studies
dealt only with reductive distortion.
The pilot study aimed to identify the absolute threshold, or Just-NoticeableDifference (JND) for a change from no stimulus, for simple polygons. The primary
experiment focused on graphic distortion in full body shrink sleeves (FBSS). Treatments
presented each of the stimulus levels, along with a control for comparison, using a 2-AFC
(Alternative Forced-Choice) Method. This study used a mixed 2 (labels) x 3 (bottles) x 5
(distortion increments) model, effectively 30 treatments in a Randomized Complete
Block Design (RCBD). Label was a between-subject variable while Bottle Shape and
Distortion Percentage were within-subject variables.
Data indicated that distortion has a significant effect at 100%, but that there is not
a threshold at which consumers are guaranteed to perceive graphic distortion on FBSS.
Men detected distortion better than women. Participants who said distortion would
prevent a purchase decision had the same tolerance as those who reported that it would
not. Bottle shape may only impact consumer acceptance of distortion with some
percentages of distortion. Familiarity with a brand name label may increase consumer
tolerance and acceptance of distortion, and may do so more on some bottle shapes.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Past research has indicated that shrink sleeves can lead to higher product trial
rates, better long-term sales, and greater likelihood of brand loyalty. Most full body
shrink sleeve (FBSS) labels reduce in circumference by 40% to 65% when applied to the
bottle. A great deal of work and many adjustable parameters are required to achieve
adequate, repeatable shrink. It is difficult to produce and apply the label appropriately. A
change in graphics, or distortion, occurs even in a successful production run. This
research was conducted to investigate the significance of distortion and the ability of the
Human Visual System (HVS) to recognize it in packaging design. Distortion here works
primarily in shrink film on which an image is printed, so these studies dealt only with
reductive distortion. From a consumer perspective, how much room for error is there in
graphics? How much time, effort, money should be spent on perfecting graphics on FBSS
labels? What other variables, like bottle shape and familiarity with graphics, could impact
consumer perception of distortion?
Gustav Theodor Fechner’s research during the late nineteenth century, which has
been repeated numerous times, concluded that the rectangular proportions most used and
preferred are those of the Golden Ratio, 1:1.618. (Elam, 2001) He did this by sampling
every day objects and surveying ratio preferences along a spectrum. This information
leads to some questions: If people gravitate toward this ideal, could they successfully
accomplish the inverse, identifying among many objects one that is inconsistent with the
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ideal? To what degree are people capable of detecting when an ideal image has been lost
through distortion? Basics of art and design are universal, according to Lidwell, Holden,
& Butler (2010), and surely play a role in distorted images, as they do between normal
images. Research was needed on the fundamentals of vision, perception, image
assessment, graphic manipulation, and sensory experimental methods.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Products, Packaging, and Appearances
People unconsciously make little to no distinction between a product, the
packaging, and their associations. Louis Cheskin of Ukraine investigated how design
elements impacted people's perceptions of value, appeal and relevance in the mid 20th
century. He observed that people’s perceptions of products and services were directly
related to aesthetic design, and most people could not resist transferring their feelings
towards the packaging to the product itself. He named this relationship sensation
transference. (Cheskin, 1951) His research had reverberating influence in the
development of iconic brands. This extends to the choice of color on Ronald McDonald,
the addition of the spoon on Betty Crocker labels, the market research behind the Ford
Mustang, and the creation of the Marlboro Man and the Gerber Baby. Most famously, his
work led to the use of yellow coloring and a foil wrapper with introduction of the first
mainstream margarine, Imperial Brand. He advocated that directly asking customers what
they think of a package design is not a useful way to measure effectiveness. Surveys and
polls can’t measure unconscious reactions; what consumers do, not what they say, is what
matters. Most people who claim advertising and packaging don't affect them tend to buy
widely advertised products. Advertising aside, sales and market shares can be gained by
eye-catching and self-promoting packaging. (Godin, 2003) Excellent packaging
influences as much as two-thirds of purchasing decisions by consumers. (Rettie &
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Brewer, 2000) In hypermarkets, which are combination supermarket and department
stores or wholesale warehouse clubs, there can be nearly 40,000 kinds of packages, and
consumers can make 70% of the purchasing decisions at the point of purchase (Seal,
2009).
Packaging is hardly considered in isolation, and so is always geared toward
relative differentiation from and preference over competition. (Young, 2006) Like
advertising, packaging that stands apart is best since consumers prefer what they can
easily identify. (Gobé, 2001). The purpose of packaging is to protect and label products,
catch consumer attention from the shelf, set products apart from competitors by
exhibiting advantages, and compel purchases (Doyle, 1996).
Shape, size, color, pattern, texture, character, brand, and smell must be considered
for packaging to be effective, according to past studies by Kotler (1997) and Smith &
Taylor (2004). Before label information can be processed, attention must be attracted by
novel perceptual stimuli, like package form or in-store displays, which can interrupt
shopping routines of consumers. Product attention and differentiation consists of four
aspects, seen in Figure 1: properties of commodity (product and brand), label design
(language, image, and color), package or bottle shape (height, width, volume, shape of
bottle neck, shoulder, mouth, handle, and color of the bottle and cap), and interference
factors (degree of memory, cognition, and attention). Properties of commodity have the
greatest influence, bottle shape design second, and label design has lesser influence in
product selection process. When a consumer has a preference for certain brands, they can
quickly scan the shelf, pick out their favorite package by its curved bottle, and place it in
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their shopping cart (Garber, 1995). Any aspect of package design can have a strategic
impact on consumers. (Orth & Malkewitz, 2008)

Figure 1. Conceptual model of distinguishing package differentiation. (Chou & Wang,
2012)

Appearances, especially shape and size, can consistently impact perception and
consumption of a product. Research has shown that both students and bartenders over
pour, and do so more into glasses that are short and wide than glasses that are tall and
slender. (Wansink & Van Ittersum, 2005) Practice can reduce the tendency to over pour
for only tall, slender glasses. Despite an average of six years of experience even
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bartenders tend to pour 20.5% more into short, wide glasses. Paying careful attention
reduces but does not eliminate the effect. Because people generally consume most (about
92%) of what they have served themselves, the issue of perception, pouring accuracy, and
consumption is relevant to law makers and enforcers, doctors, responsible consumers,
and packaging designers. With labels that can conform to bottle shapes, appearances can
have even further impact on consumers.
The shape of packaging helps define brand characteristics and deliver messages,
both literal and subliminal, about the contents. It can establish visual and emotional
connections with products. This is evidenced by package shape, and bottle forms
especially, being trademarked and registered. According to Bar & Neta (2006, 2007)
there is a general preference for contoured objects that are rounded as opposed to angular
and a preference for upward shape orientation. The concept of typicality is that images or
objects will be more recognizable and memorable the better they fit into expected
categories. In research by Westerman et al. (2013), consumer preferences could not be
accounted for by design typicality, but simple congruence between graphic and product
forms seemed advantageous according to ratings of purchase likelihood.
Congruence can be maintained while graphics or materials are altered to enhance
and invigorate a brand image. Coca-Cola is a prime example. It was packaged in a glass
bottle developed in 1915, expanded to plastic in 1978, to aluminum in 2005, and
eventually utilized its now iconic contoured form in all mediums. (Contour Bottle
History, 2015)
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Another is Budweiser, which believed so much in the influence of packaging
appearance that it redesigned the aluminum beer can in an effort to reflect its iconic
bowtie logo, which debuted in a national advertising campaign in 1956. The new can is a
natural progression from the new label introduced in 2011 that emphasized the bowtie.
Pat McGauley, vice president of innovation for Anheuser-Busch, said “We explored
various shapes that would be distinguishable in the marketplace, but also viable from an
engineering standpoint. The world’s most iconic beer brand deserves the world’s most
unique and innovative can. I think we have it here. This can is certainly a conversation
starter: eye-catching, easy-to-grip, trendy and – according to our research – very
appealing to young adults. It’s a beer can like no other.” (Budweiser's 'Bowtie Shape'
Can, 2013) This was an innovation of considerable investment led by the belief that
congruence in packaging material, form, and graphics has a profound impact on
consumers.
A third relevant example is Sobe Lifewater, seen in Figure 2. An AC Nielsen
Consumer Study in 2010 found that in in the first year after switching from roll-fed label
to full body shrink sleeve (FBSS) label, average monthly sales of Sobe Lifewater grew
103% while the flavored water market declined by 8%. The second year, average
monthly sales grew 45% while the flavored water market grew only 2%. They concluded
that “shrink sleeves, especially combined with high-contour bottles, possess a superior
overall appearance, command more shelf attention, and create stronger emotional
connections for consumers. As a result, higher product trial rates, long-term sales, and
brand loyalty are likely.”
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Figure 2. Increased sales of Sobe Lifewater after introduction of FBSS (AC Nielsen
Study, 2010)

With the average shopper spending five to seven seconds scanning a label on the
shelf, it must be effective in communicating its message. (Roncarelli & Ellicott, 2010)
Labels that are compelling yet clear can stand apart from competition. Minimalist design
has grown in popularity as it reduces visual stimulation in a busy shelving environment.
Color, the first feature about a package that consumers notice, can impact mood and
influences perceptions of size, quality, value, and flavor. (Roncarelli & Ellicott, 2010)
Thus, it is an important motivation for purchase decisions. Bright colors can appear
warmer, larger, and appear to move or radiate outwards. Basic process colors can seem
cheap while subtler colors convey quality and refinement. Messages grouped around two
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or three benefit words or phrases are best, according to eye-tracking studies. More and
more, beverages are viewed as specialty or gourmet food items. This is due to their
increasing ability to emphasize nutrition and fashion. (Roncarelli & Ellicott, 2010)
Bottle making injection-molding techniques encourage designs that are rounder in
nature, avoiding corners and angles. (Westerman et al., 2012) Packaging designers now
must think like sculptors, considering how packaging must work in every way to appeal
to the emotions, logic, and senses of consumers. Bottle shape has proven to differentiate a
product on the shelf, as it draws people’s attention to the product. The success of
packaging design is measured by the ROI, or return on investment. ROI measures
performance through qualities like volume of consumer recalls, visibility on shelf, appeal
to aesthetics, differentiation from competition, and personal relevance. In addition to
traditional advertising, improving packaging design has the ability to increase sales
online and through word-of-mouth campaigns. Focus groups are useful in learning trends
and strategic concepts but are less helpful in testing retail behaviors because group
dynamics can sway preferences. When it comes to testing packaging design, eye-tracking
can reveal consumer response prior to market launch.!

Development of Shrink Sleeves
In 1988, the Society of the Plastics Industry created the plastics numbering
system, which helps recyclers sort major types of plastics. (Roncarelli & Ellicott, 2010)
#1 is PET, polyethylene terephthalate, the most commonly used plastic material, seen in
bottles and food packaging. It is light, clear, and durable. #2 is HDPE, high-density
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polyethylene. It is less clear but more durable, and is used for larger or thicker containers.
#3, PVC or polyvinyl chloride, is extremely tough and weathers well. It is rarely recycled
because of these qualities and its use in disposable packaging has been greatly reduced in
recent years. It is made into piping, medical equipment, and construction materials. #4
LDPE, low-density polyethylene, is both tough and flexible and used for all types of
plastic bags. #5 is PP, or polypropylene. It is frequently used for containers of hot liquids
due to a high melting point. #6, PS or polystyrene, is used in trays, cases, and foam
packaging.
Primary packaging is manufactured from PVC, PP, PE, PET, and PEN
(polyethylene naphthalate). Primary package decoration methods include labeling,
sleeving, and direct printing. Labels are required to inform consumers, comply with
legislation, and protect package integrity. Attention is given to achieve total adhesion,
accurate application, and prevention of label damage and discoloration. The amount of
information needed dictates the decoration method and legislation can determine the
optimum text size. “From the perspective of legislation, it is absolutely essential that the
graphics of the packaging should in no way be damaged or deformed by the application
process, for example, distortion of graphics printed to a plastic sleeve during the
shrinking operation.” (Giles, 2000)
Non-shrinkable roll-fed labels are perhaps the most common label for use on
beverage containers, and thus the most competitive alternative label style. After printing,
the substrate is wrapped around a container and the ends glued or melted together to form
a circular label.
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Shrinkable roll-fed labeling applies a conventional wrap-around label capable of
some shrinkage, typically less than 20%. A common use is to cover the curvatures at the
top and bottom of aluminum cans with the label. The limited degree of shrink that rollfed film offers prevents it being used for conical or tapered, highly shaped, or narrow
containers. Polyethylene (PE) film’s elasticity allows sleeves to be stretched over
containers, where it reverts back to its original size to form a snug fit. Stretch sleeves too
offer 360-degree decoration on plastic containers but are not suited for tapered, shaped,
or narrow containers because the process requires uniformity of shape in decoration area.
However, full body shrink sleeves (FBSS) are made from more elastic polymers and can
be applied to these containers that require more label transformation.
The popularity of FBSS increased faster than sufficient understanding of the
process and the potential of sleeves. The use of shrink sleeves, invented in Japan in the
1970’s, is now a quickly growing and versatile container labeling method. (Giles, 2000)
Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) was first used to produce shrink closures for wine bottle caps.
It was then introduced with glass beverage bottles as a safety feature to retain broken
glass. Eventually, the use of shrink sleeves entered European markets during the mid
1980’s. The technology was not developed enough for individual containers and was
used only for twin packs, promotional items, cosmetics, toiletries, and personal care
products. Machine developments and substrate advances allowed the packaging
community to realize greater potential for the technology. Today, FBSS are used as
primary labels on curved container shapes, decorated multipacks, short run market tests
and prototypes, and seasonal labels sold at point-of-purchase displays.
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FBSS also allow labeled containers to be decorated all around, improving brand
image and increasing shelf appeal and sales. At first, there was a tendency to follow
labeling conventions, using shrink sleeves as a band, or as a combination front-back label
with a neckband. Designers eventually realized their freedom to innovate container and
label simultaneously, and use all sleeve space for labeling. The shrinking process means
the original and final product dimensions must be considered. Where shrinking is
greatest, graphics must be pre-distorted to compensate and it is best to design a label with
this process and the final appearance in mind. The most effective and cost-efficient
method for checking pre-distortion work is digital proofs. (Giles, 2000) For oval
containers, the sleeve must be positioned correctly or label panels will face the wrong
direction and distort incorrectly. Barcodes must be placed where they will distort the
least, with the bar code lines parallel to the container base.
Substrate manufacturers have developed high shrink materials to accommodate
the more highly contoured containers being produced, each with properties that are useful
in different situations. There are typically three materials in use as FBSS. In order from
lowest cost to highest, polyvinyl chloride (PVC), oriented polystyrene (OPS), and
polyethylene terephthalate glycol modified (PETG). These materials are produced
through either cast film extrusion or blown film extrusion. Essentially, plastic pellets are
melted through friction and pushed through a die. The film is chilled as it continues to
move along the production line (machine direction), through a series of rollers that
maintain tension. Then comes the tentering process of production (Figure 3), where
mechanical clips stretch the film wider (cross or transverse direction, perpendicular to
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machine direction). This elongates the film at a molecular level and any energy later
imparted to the material through heat will cause the molecules to contract back to their
original size. Thus, the shrinking property is built into the film. For all FBSS, shrink
ratios are different in each direction, and usually substrates are oriented so they shrink
most horizontally around the circumference (cross or transverse direction) with a small
amount vertically (machine direction).

!
Figure 3. Tentering process of stretching film in the cross or transverse direction.
(Robertson, 2006)
!
! !

Hot air, steam, electrically heated elements, or infrared can all be used as heat

sources to conform the sleeves to container profiles. (Giles, 2000) The applied heat
should be directional, applied in greater amounts to high shrink areas, and kept to a
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minimum. Problems are most prevalent with the overall width of sleeves, particularly
where container shape is less round which can cause snagging during sleeve application.
During the shrink process, problems include cold air draughts causing uneven
temperature in shrink tunnels, incorrect line speeds (or temperature) preventing
appropriate shrinkage, container proximity preventing even air circulation, and containers
cold from storage absorbing heat. Low temperature shrink film is useful for labeling
plastic containers that otherwise might be in danger of deformation during the shrink
process.
Because the seal must not break open during the shrinking process, the quality of
the seaming operation is very important. The most common solvent is tetrahydrofuran
(THF), which melts the edges of the film together. (Giles, 2000) Every sleeve is prepared
by being laid flat, giving it two folds, and the seam is best placed halfway between the
design center and one of these folds. Typically, images are printed on clear shrink sleeves
in four or six colors with a white backing. The label is applied with the ink is on the
inside or back side, so graphics are protected between the container and sleeve itself. This
also allows the clear substrate on top to cause a gloss effect. Printing is usually done with
the rotogravure process, though sometimes the flexographic process is used for simpler
labels. Production speeds for fully automatic labeling machines range from 20 containers
per minute (cpm) up to 1200 cpm, with many in-line machines maxing out at 350 cpm
and rotary machines at 800 cpm. (Giles, 2000) Scuffing and scraping is less of a danger
for plastic containers than glass during line production and transit, but slip lacquers or
protective silicone coatings may be applied during printing, or by spraying the finished
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product right after the sleeve is applied.
Besides allowing full decoration on contoured containers, FBSS are gaining
popularity due to compatibility with numerous features like metallic colors, matt and
gloss finishes, mimicking acid etched glass with frosty finishes, scuff resistance, high
opacity finishes for UV protection, pasteurization capability for pre-labeled bottles, UV
ink that glows in the dark, translucent finishes, and thermochromatic and photochromatic
inks. (Giles, 2000) Environmental concerns are impacting shrink sleeves and the
packaging industry at large, and increasingly materials use sustainable sources and
maximize recycling abilities. Lighter weight bottles allow more per shipment and a
smaller consumption of transportation resources.

FBSS Production Process
The Fort Dearborn Company (FDC) is a leading producer of full body shrink
sleeves (FBSS). According to Doug Becker, Technical Service Director of Roll
Technologies at FDC, the selling points for FBSS are almost always the increased visual
appeal, vast assortment of container shapes which may be utilized, and increased
billboard space for the brand owner. FBSS typically are the highest cost decorating
method compared to pressure sensitive or roll-fed labels. Most brand owners feel that the
increased marketing potential overrides the increased production cost, and usually they
experience a significant increase in sales when they switch to FBSS. (Becker, 2014)
A typical production run can be large or small depending on the method. FDC
accepts minimum order sizes of 25,000 impressions, or labels, for the flexography print
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process. For the gravure print process they require a minimum order of 100,000 labels.
Most customers who purchase FBSS from FDC shrink and apply them at an average rate
between 40 to 160 cpm. Very few customers have equipment that can apply labels faster,
and some customers will hand apply labels at relatively slow speeds of about 20cpm. The
speed largely depends on container size and shape. (Becker, 2014)
Most FDC customers have either hot air or steam shrink tunnels. To achieve
consistent quality shrinkage, the typical residence time of a bottle in the tunnel should be
about 6-8 seconds. In a steam tunnel the average temperature is often 195°F. Hot air
tunnels can be anywhere from 200° to 400°F depending on the length as shorter tunnels
require higher temperatures to achieve adequate label shrinkage. Most FBSS by FDC are
in the range of 40% to 65% shrink ratio. (Becker, 2014)
The first important factor in the FBSS process is shipping, storage, and handling
of the sleeves before they go to production. Any exposure of the labels to temperatures
higher than 80°F in this stage will cause sleeve dimensions to creep smaller. Even a 1mm
reduction in the layflat dimension of a sleeve will negatively affect the performance on
the sleeve application equipment. A common challenge in the actual application process
is finding the proper coefficient of friction so that the sleeves feed well on the applicator,
don’t jam, and go all the way down the container to the proper placement. The next area
of difficulty is the tunnel, which can take a great deal of work to dial in. There are many
parameters that require adjustment to achieve adequate, repeatable shrink. In hot air
tunnels there are temperature, airflow, and conveyor speed settings in each zone to adjust.
On a steam tunnel there are steam inflow and exhaust, nozzle positions, and conveyor
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speed. Every tunnel shrinks differently and it is very hard to fine tune two tunnels, so
testing is done on the actual line on which the real product will run. (Becker, 2014)
Computers are only used in the graphics area of FBSS. FDC provides a sleeve
with a basic grid pattern in the appropriate size for a customer to apply to their
container. That grid-covered container will then be scanned into a software program at
the graphics house to determine distortion maps, used to compensate by pre-distorting the
final graphics. Not all graphics are distorted however. Some customers do not pre-distort
but keep graphics out of high distortion areas. FDC recommendations for graphics are
that circles are typically bad, boxes around text look poor, that shrink sleeve companies
ought to counsel designers on what will work, and some regions on sleeves have such
high distortion that any graphics are ill advised. It is difficult to produce/apply the label
appropriately. A change in graphics occurs even in a successful production run. (Becker,
2014)
The process to set up FBSS begins with a customer sending sample bottles to
FDC, who will then calculate the bottle dimensions. Of particular interest are the
maximum and minimum circumferences. They select a material based on the shrinking
requirements. They keep large stock of printed grid material, a continuous length to be
cut to bottle height, which is used to measure the sleeve after it has been applied to the
sample bottles. The specific square grid used can be 3mm, 5mm, or greater. FDC will
measure graphics by hand but a competitor, Hamer LLC, prints hash marks used to
calculate distortion by computers. The grid can then be imported in to graphics software,
such as Esko’s Shrink Sleeve Toolkit, for pre-distortion and printing. The final
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preparation step is called the “disaster check,” where labels are printed in one color,
inspected, and then applied on containers until the shrinking conditions may be
established. Afterward, the customer’s FBSS production run may be manufactured.
(Becker, 2014)

Human Visual System
The importance of visual stimulation among human senses has been established
(Bloch, Brunel, and Arnold 2003). There are two types of distortion measure used for
picture quality prediction. The first type, the raw measures of error, give simple
mathematical deviations between the original and a reproduced image, done mostly using
computers. The second type of distortion measure is based on human perception. The
human observer is the end user of most image information, and distortion is quantified as
viewer dissatisfaction. (Karunasekera & Kingsbury, 1995) To understand how forms and
distortion are received, knowledge of the Human Visual System (HVS) and memory are
necessary. In the last twenty years, magnetic resonance imaging machines (MRIs) and
other noninvasive functional imaging equipment have allowed us to map the human
visual system during perception. (Grill-Spector, & Malach, 2004)
The HVS is very capable, able to process image content and identification in as
little as 150 milliseconds with up to 94% accuracy. (Thorpe, Fize, & Marlot, 1996) The
HVS can differentiate types of biological motion and even gender from extremely limited
visual displays such as light-points that map joints in body structure. (Grill-Spector, &
Malach, 2004) Processing in the HVS may be so effective due to a functional hierarchy,
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meaning there are many areas in the brain activated depending on the nature of a task.
(Orban et al., 1996; Grill-Spector, & Malach, 2004) It is theorized that the brain utilizes
cooperative processes for reading images in different conditions. One would be detectionbased for high quality images containing near threshold distortions, where the HVS
attempts to overlook the image itself, and any masking due to contrast and subtle lighting
differences, to find distortion. The second would be an appearance-based strategy for low
quality images, sifting through extreme distortion to pull out image content using
indistinct edges and form analysis. (Hancock, Burton, & Bruce, 1996; Kanwisher et al,
1996; Larson & Chandler, 2010)
It has been argued that faces are a special category of objects with rapid
recognition and processing efficiency. (Hansen & Hansen, 1988; Hancock, Burton, &
Bruce, 1996; Puce et al., 1996; Thorpe, Fize, & Marlot, 1996) According to literature,
faces evoke more brain cortex activity than non-word strings of letters, particularly in the
creative right hemisphere. In a study by Puce et al (1996), texture was used as a nonobject control, though it does share brain activation regions with processing colors,
shapes, and scrambled faces.
Contrast is a primary sensory feature in HVS perception. When edge contrast
increases it usually enhances perceptual quality, while blurred edges damage perceptual
quality. (Lin et al, 2005) The HVS has frequency sensitive and frequency masking
properties, meaning the visibility of artifacts is affected by local surroundings. In an
example where the viewer is facing a crowd of people, facial forms become a background
texture and the brain supposedly reverts to the second appearance-based strategy,
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processing faces as features in an array, and giving attention to features that stand apart.
This filtering works best with “angry” faces, which act as the distorted feature of the
background texture, especially the edge line of the furrowed brow. (Hansen & Hansen,
1988) This is perhaps because sensitivity increases with edge length. (Karunasekera &
Kingsbury, 1995) In fact, downward-pointing angular, diagonal lines resembling a ‘V’
seem to be particularly representative of facial displays of threat. (Aronoff et al., 1988,
1992) Interestingly, distinct faces are not the same as memorable faces, in part because
these two characteristics are disassociated in their processing. (Hancock, Burton, &
Bruce, 1996; Isola et al., 2011) If a package is distinct it may have an initial advantage,
though a memorable package may be better able to make long-term connections with
consumers.

Markets, Memory, & Illusion
Before studies by Isola et al. (2011), there were no databases that categorized
images by degree of memorability, which would be useful in many applications. They
used Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) website for visual memory studies presented
as games and found that, consistent among different viewers, what makes an image
memorable is a stable intrinsic property tied to what makes it meaningful, the objects it
shows and the scene category. This is true even without familiar artifacts like family
relatives and iconic monuments. (Isola et al., 2011) Perceptual features like mean hue,
saturation, and value do not seem to be retained in long-term memory and are at best
weakly predictive of memorability.
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Image structure is gathered by the HVS in “coarse-to-fine” detail sweeping, where
broad feature distinction and known-feature correlation combined can categorically
identify an object, after which narrow features advance specification. (Clarke et al., 2012)
The stronger the feature correlation, the faster recognition occurs. As this transpires,
processing advances to the frontal lobe, responsible for coordinating information
including that of memory. If an object is distinct, it may be because it has less meaning
and does not correlate as strongly to anything in memory. This could mean an object with
many complex features requires more correlation, is harder to perceive, and is less likely
to be meaningful or memorable. For example, when a package is cylindrical with a
horizontal to vertical ratio between [3:5] and [2:5], features of logo typography can
significantly affect findability and legibility. In this range, sans serif fonts with equal
stroke thicknesses are more easily found and perceived, more commonplace and
memorable. (Chou & Wang, 2011)
“Word recognition requires identification of letters while also the spatial
arrangement of letters.” (Yu, et al. 2014) Mental word processing moves from raw
sensory information to feature segmentation to recognition of letters and position.
“Crowding” refers to the hindering of visual comprehension due to interference from
neighboring objects. Common with peripheral vision, crowding usually results in mixing
up the position of letters. Reading speed, visual-span size, and the effects of crowding
depend on the properties of text and the distance from the center of vision. In a study by
Yu et al (2014) reading speed for marquee text, upright letters arranged in a vertical
column, was 42% of horizontal reading speed, and the reading speeds for text rotated 90
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degrees clockwise or counter-clockwise was 55% of the horizontal speed. They
concluded that slower reading is due to reduced visual-span size and greater vertical
crowding.
On the other hand there are levels of memory that can explain brain speed and
efficiency; the weaker recognition and the stronger recollection memory. (Gardiner &
Java, 1990) Recognition is weaker because it requires prompting. Memorable images
generally include people (faces), interiors, foregrounds, and human-scale objects, all
things meaningful to the every day experience. Images of landscapes and peaceful,
aesthetically pleasing or unusual scenes are not memorable. (Isola et al., 2011) The
application of typicality (recognizable or memorable images and objects fit expected
categories) could impact how consumers receive and respond to new graphic design
trends, to shrink sleeve labels on certain products, or to certain bottle shapes. (Westerman
et al, 2013) Chou & Wang (2012) recommend that future studies take into account degree
of memory, cognition, and attention rather than focusing only on design elements.
Findings about design are largely generalizable across different packaging stimuli,
including logos, containers, and marketing elements. Orth & Malkewitz (2008) were the
first to assemble systematic design elements and trace how prototypical holistic package
designs are rooted in those elements. They believed design elements influence brand
impressions, processing fluency, brand recognition and recall, and described five
packaging “personalities” that plausibly exist for a wide range of products: massive,
contrasting, natural, delicate, and nondescript package designs. (Orth & Malkewitz,
2008)
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Products packaged in plastic bottles are now very common among consumer
goods. (Chou & Wang, 2012) The proportion of length to width of packaging, or the
contours of plastic bottles, will affect preference for a product and thus market sales.
(Raghubir & Greenleaf, 2006) Naturally, there has been a recent proliferation of subtly
anthropomorphized beverage container shapes, a “skinny” physique, broad angular
“shoulders,” or a curved “waist,” that may differentiate the products, reduce volume and
costs, or make the bottles easier to hold and use. Anthropomorphized package shapes are
associated with specific traits that consumers incorporate into their identities, especially
when traits can be instrumental in goal achievement. (Schneider, 2014)
Men are more image-driven in their preferences for specific designs and more
concerned with the overall structure of a product, whereas women pay more attention to
details, textures and natural-looking forms. Both genders value design simplicity,
although men view it in image-related terms, while women prefer it in practical terms.
(Xue & Yen, 2007) A study comparing 3 bottle forms by Grahl, Greiner, & Walla (2012)
“provides evidence for gender-specific unbiased emotion differences related to different
bottle shapes.” In their study, both genders had a strong preference for bottle 3 (88%), a
slim, tall and pyramid-shaped bottle. Bottle 2 was rated least preferred (81.25%),
especially by men. They concluded that bottles 1 and 3 did not resemble any bottle
commonly used for the storage of liquids, but that bottle 2 resembled one containing
strong alcohol like whiskey, with which men may have had stronger negative
associations and experiences.
Psychological factors can determine reaction to advertising images. In
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advertising, people with high self-esteem respond to attractive, confident models while
those with low self-esteem respond better to images of products themselves, which aligns
with motives of verifying or enhancing self-esteem. (Aydinoglu & Cian, 2014) Studies on
body-image perception and attitude have concluded that people with eating disorders
overestimate body size more than control subjects, with both body-site and whole-body
images. (Gardner, 1996) Face recognition has also been demonstrated to be unaffected or
even enhanced by some types of systematic distortion, such as with caricatures. As early
as 7 months of age, infants seem to develop adult-like face recognition, which includes
preference for their own mother’s face even when it has been vertically stretched,
indicating horizontal dimensions may be more related to face recognition. (Yamashita,
2014) Relating more broadly to psyche and perception, researchers Rachman and Cuk
(1992) reported that people with acrophobia exaggerate estimates of height, and that
successful therapy for their phobia reduces overestimation. Consumer psyche may cause
them to react quite strongly to packaging, which they find fearful or relatable, or if it
simply includes a face.
Several context effects exist that may play a role in consumer behavior. The
similarity effect states that when three products are present, if two are similar they will
compete for consumer interest while the third will remain just as likely to be selected.
With the attraction effect, if a third product introduced is just slightly less favorable than
the first product, the first will seem far better than either the newly introduced product or
the second by comparison. The compromise effect says that when a third product is
introduced that makes the second appear to be an average of the first and third,
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consumers have an increased probability of choosing the middle product as a
compromise. The reference point effect is the last context effect and is not yet as well
understood. It says that when a consumer has experience with one product and is
deciding between two new products, they will tend to select the most similar new product
in terms of tradeoffs, opting for one with small advantages and no disadvantages over
those with large advantages and large disadvantages. (Busemeyer et al., 2007)
Pricing research by Orth et al. (2010) has found that consumers form pricing
expectations based on visual cues of brands. “Consumer goods firms spend billions of
dollars each year to appeal to buyers by inventing, engineering, and manufacturing
package designs” to set their products apart. “Research indicates two routes of consumer
package evaluation, a central or cognitive route via quality inferences and a peripheral or
affective route via attractiveness.” Designs that aim for such qualities as “natural,
harmonious, or elaborate” may influence consumer price expectations directly or
indirectly. (Orth et al., 2010) Package design seems to have the ability to influence
consumer price expectation through consumer judgments of quality and attractiveness.
To some extent, aesthetically appealing packages can represent a source of value to
aesthetically conscious consumers and may even lead them to accept higher prices.
Effective logos are simple, memorable, timeless, versatile, and appropriate. (Cass,
2009) Defining “good design,” Hertenstein et al. (2013) used questionnaires to glean the
perspectives of both corporate and consulting industrial design managers. They found
that design is evaluated in a similar fashion to the decision-making process, utilizing
categories and rules of comparison. Primary design analysis relates to customer
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experience, while others relate to business results that can, at times, require trade-offs
between competing goals and interests like quality versus expenses. Company focus
should be balanced and is in fact synergistic with customer experience.
Cultural differences influence how people perceive, respond to and prefer design
qualities, particularly with brand impressions. (Aaker, Benet-Martinez, & Garolera 2001;
Hekkert & Leder, 2008) Designs of brand logos tend to be angular rather than rounded,
and particularly so in Western, individualistic cultures (Westerman et al., 2012) Ideally, a
design should clearly convey the same intended meaning among all peoples, and not be
easily misinterpreted. To market across cultures, it is often a matter of figuring out how
to best say a simple message (Keller 2003; Underwood 2003). Logos are the repositories
for brand associations, their design and selection costly in terms of time and money, and
they are the most common marketing element to be used unaltered when going abroad.
Alternatively, Asian brands have often struggled to develop quality images. (Djurovic,
2009) Coca–Cola has led the way in packaging localization. For example, overseas the
Chinese typeface has been integrated into the brand identity and used on Coke’s visual
communications and ads there. In studies by Henderson et al. (2003) there were sufficient
similarities between China and Singapore to suggest that managers can use a single visual
strategy to achieve strong positive responses across countries, and that Asian brand
symbols could be transferable to the United States.
In previous studies, quantifying subjective human emotion or preferences has
been done through questionnaires or keyword associations. But while still influencing
behavior, basic components of emotion may not be conscious. Explicitly stated answers
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to questions about subjective preference may not result in reliable information regarding
non-conscious emotional aspects. (Walla et al., 2002; Walla et al., 2003; Winkielman &
Berridge, 2004; Walla, 2008) Henderson et al. (2003) developed a hypothesis that
“responses to design are a function of non-consciously acquired internal processing
algorithms” formed by exposure to a series of objects. These hypothetical rule systems
that govern preferences fall into three categories: perception, motivation, and cognition.
Holbrook & Schindler (1994) agree that perception of design aesthetics sways
preferences. Gray et al (2002) and Ochsner & Phelps (2007) support that emotion-related
information can motivate even decisions seemingly made from a rational perspective.
Gestalt psychology, recent design theory, and empirical evidence suggest
consumers perceive “constitutive” elements and organize them into more complex whole
components (Veryzer, 1999). This hierarchical processing draws from the HVS, studies
on non-conscious preference formation (Kunst-Wilson and Zajonc, 1980; Lewicki, 1986),
and findings that abstract, multidimensional design qualities are determined by basic,
measurable design elements like unity, symmetry, and simplicity. (Geistfeld, Sproles, and
Badenhop, 1977) Consumers move from initial design perception to interpretation, trying
to understand and place a stimulus within an existing category (Loken & Ward, 1990).
Visual attention filters sensory information during this processing. A shift in visual
attention, known as a saccadic eye movement, alters spatial and temporal perception by
piecing together separate focal points into a continuous, comprehensive mental image.
This means the HVS can miss things between saccadic eye movements, or perceive
things without conscious visual awareness of them. Thus, an observer may not
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consciously report anything below this explicit “phenomenal awareness” level, though
subliminal stimuli have an effect. (Au et al., 2013)
Attention is not the only thing that changes what is perceived. In a study by Wesp
et al., (2000) people estimating the size of familiar objects made significantly larger
errors than those estimating the size of undefined objects. In a second study, size
estimation errors from memory were larger than when objects were directly viewed.
Experience with objects appears to decrease accuracy of size estimates and influence
accuracy of the perceptual representation of physical attributes. The findings of these two
studies also support that what an object is may influence perception of its size. Size may
be an intrinsic element of an object’s mental representation based on one's first
experience with that object, and that size is encoded "relative to the perceiver." Errors of
size judgment from memory may stem from the original assessment of size, from
memory of size, and from new experiences with the object. Wesp et al. believe
orientation of the object may influence size judgments. Figure 4 includes the Ponzo
Illusion, where the HVS estimates the size of an object based on its background.
It is postulated that abstract characteristics are object-centered and surface
characteristics are viewer-centered, or that abstract object-level representations are
distinct from surface view-specific representations of visual stimuli. It is possible that
size-specific information is retained in a different format in long-term memory. The HVS
might know an object has a specific size but not use this knowledge to form the object's
visual image in long-term memory, a size not linked to the observers' point of view.
Iachini & Giusberti (1996) assert that only certain levels of representation in the HVS
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preserve size-specific information.

Figure 4. Basic visual illusions that have implications on perception. (King, 2014)

Computer Image Quality Assessment
Distortion can have a different meaning among various fields of study. Work has
been done to allow computers the same image processing capabilities as the HVS,
evaluating images with the same criteria as people would. (Wang et al, 2004).
“Perceptual visual quality metrics (PVQM) aim to quantify the quality of visual
information, including still pictures and video. It can be extended to 3D models,
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computer graphics, animation, and 3D and multi-view visual data. This is an
interdisciplinary field involving vision science, color science, signal processing,
physiology, psychology and computer engineering.” (Lin & Kuo, 2011) PVQMs provide
objective metrics during all design phases and reduce human subject evaluation. Research
has gone into finding various approaches of objective image quality assessment and
writing computer algorithms to perform said operations. The six most used image metrics
include SSIM (structural similarity index), VSNR (Visual Signal-to-Noise Ratio), IFC
(information fidelity criterion), VIF (visual image fidelity), MSVD (method of surface
virtual dislocations) and PSNR (peak signal-to-noise ratio).
“PVQMs can be classified with regard to reference requirements: double-ended
and single-ended. Double-ended metrics require both the reference (original) signal and
the test (processed) signal, and can be further divided into two subclasses: reducedreference (RR) metrics that need only part of the reference signal and full-reference (FR)
ones that need the complete reference signal. Single-ended metrics use only the processed
signal, and are therefore also called no-reference (NR) ones.” (Lin & Kuo, 2011) The
HVS is still much better than computer algorithms at comparison with reduced and noreference methods. (Pappas, Safranek, & Chen, 2000; Sheikh & Bovik, 2006)
Not every change in an image leads to noticeable distortion, because not every
area of an image receives the same attention level. Due to masking effects, changes are
often not fully perceived. (Lin & Kuo, 2011) The just-noticeable-distortion (JND)
threshold refers to a point below which a change cannot be detected by a majority of
people, typically 75%. If a change is below the JND value, it can be ignored in visual
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quality evaluations. An original or ideal image is used as benchmark, and metrics are
adjusted to compensate for error. This is done without surpassing the JND or masking
threshold, beyond which the error would be noticeable. (Lin, & Jay Kuo, 2011; Wang, &
Bovik, 2002)
External factors and masking effects are accounted for in PVQMs by viewing
conditions, such as ambient illumination, display resolution and viewing distance. The
effect of viewing distance is actually related to display resolution, though there has been
limited research on the influence of the viewing distance, and the issues related to
ambient illumination are largely uninvestigated. (Lin & Kuo, 2011) Viewing distance is a
factor of visibility and the minimum viewing distance is where distortion is most
detectable. (Pappas, Safranek, & Chen, 2000) Effort is being made to develop universal
image quality metrics, meaning the same standards could be used for even unrelated
images. Temporal masking of distortion is considered when evaluating video, so when
testing consecutive static images time and visual separation should be allotted for best
assessment. Pertinent to the present author’s research, this translates to self-pacing
surveys and vacant interval slides to prevent carry over affects between stimuli
presentations. In spite of progress in physiology, psychology, HVS research, and
computer science, PVQMs matching human perception is not yet fully attainable due to
the complex, multi-disciplinary nature of the problem. (Lin & Kuo, 2011)
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Distortion Correction
For specific image elements and applications, distortion of form in moderation is
desirable, if not necessary. Depending on the purpose, greater degrees are acceptable and
required, though not explicitly noticed. (Agrawala, Zorin, & Munzner, 2000) Thus,
distortion is not to be avoided but rather understood and exacted to correct or create
visual effects. The mechanics determining automation of this control, of interest to
various industries, are based on perceptually preferable tradeoffs. These tradeoffs weigh
structural features, deemed the essentials of representation and perception, and determine
the minimal procedures to prevent and counteract distortion. (Wang, Bovik, Sheikh, &
Simoncelli, 2004; Zorin, & Barr, 1995) One measure of structural features is how well
the zero-curvature condition is satisfied, which looks at the maximum curvature of a line
segment that should be straight. A function calculates this based on a point along the line,
the line direction, and the image size. When distortion error is evenly distributed in all
directions, a rare condition except with wide angle and fish eye lenses, a central
symmetry function may be applied. With computer graphics and animations, it is
generally used as a simplified solution in place of a non-symmetric error correction.
(Zorin & Barr, 1995) Texture has a dependent relationship with surface curvature that
requires a more involved distortion correction with photo editing software. Essentially,
this process repositions curves, generates texture from source, and synthesizes the two
with appropriate texture orientation and scale. (Fang & Hart, 2007) Using a contrast
sensitivity function (CSF), edge contrast increases usually enhance visual quality because
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pixel errors are much easier to detect along edges than in textured regions of an image.
(Lin et al, 2005)
Often, minimal error correction is as preferable as minimal distortion, so
preservation functions transform most where an image has the least detail, coordinating
local changes in a comprehensive procedure. (Karni, Freedman, & Gotsman, 2009) Two
applications from this are in aspect ratio transformation and image-sensitive object
deformation. More methodical Moving Least Square (MLS) functions apply a grid to an
image, deform at vertices, and readjust within quadrants, reducing affected pixels.
(Schaefer, McPhail, & Warren, 2006) This can help retain smoothness in an image. If
distortion is predicted to occur later, as it is in the shrink sleeving process, proactive
image manipulation using software based on these techniques can be a compensative
solution.

Sensory Evaluation – Threshold Testing
Psychophysics utilizes thresholds, observer analysis, and signal detection theory
(SDT) in "the scientific study of the relation between stimulus and sensation,” or the
study of perceptual systems. (Gescheider, 1997) Thresholds, also called points of
subjective equality (PSE), are the measured limits of sensitivity to small changes in
stimuli. (ASTM E1808) They are used with many goods and applications to determine
the point at which known contents or qualities begin to reduce acceptability. They are
frequently difficult to determine and reproduce, but may still be the best approach
available.
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There are four types of thresholds. The absolute or detection threshold is the
lowest stimulus capable of producing a sensation. This includes “the dimmest light, the
softest sound, the lightest weight, the weakest taste.” (Meilgaard, Civille, & Carr. 1999).
Next is the recognition threshold, the minimal amount of something that may be both
recognized and identified. Thirdly is the just-noticeable-distortion (JND) threshold, the
increment of stimulus change required to produce a perceptual change. The first JND
along a spectrum, the first perception of change above no stimulus, is also the absolute
threshold. (ASTM E1808) Finally, the terminal threshold is the point at which any
increase in stimulus magnitude will not increase perceived intensity of the quality of that
stimulus, and pain is often observed beyond this point for some senses. The aim of this
thesis was to identify the first JND or absolute threshold for graphic distortion in FBSS.
This would mean consumers know graphics are distorted but cannot pinpoint where or by
how much.
A threshold is typically thought of as an absolute, above and below which a
stimulus either is or is not detectable. In reality, a person’s sensitivity fluctuates with
environmental and physiological differences. A threshold is not a constant for a given
stimuli, but a constantly changing point on the sensory continuum from non-perceptible
to easily perceptible. It can change with mood and biorhythm, hunger, and other
variables. (Meilgaard, Civille, & Carr, 1999) Thresholds are not constant between stimuli
either. Even stimuli with identical recognition thresholds can increase very differently in
perceptual intensity with increased concentration, measured by successive JND
thresholds. Thus, the use of thresholds as a measuring stick must be done with caution
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and understanding. (Meilgaard, Civille, & Carr, 1999) Two types of responses can be
used in threshold testing: yes-no (or pass-fail) and forced-choice. (ASTM E1808) For
pass-fail experiments, the threshold is computed as the stimulus value that is detected
50% of the time. When 50% correct response rate represents chance behavior, such as
with the 2 alternative forced choice (2-AFC) test seen in Figure 5, the point between
chance response rate, 50%, and perfect response rate, 100%, is usually taken as sensory
threshold, 75%. (Gescheider, 1997; ASTM E1808) Individual thresholds may be used for
calculation of a group or panel threshold. The size and composition of the panel (usually
5 to 15 members, preferably more) is determined according to the purpose for which the
threshold is required and the limitations of the testing situation. (ASTM E1432-04)
Pooling of the data sets from panel members to produce a single step calculation of the
panel threshold is not permitted. The panel threshold must be calculated after individual
thresholds to account for variance between panelists. A panel sensory threshold is most
often normally distributed, but skewed right due to most groups having individuals with
low sensitivity or high indifference to the stimulus. The geometric mean is the measure of
central tendency best suited for identifying the group threshold as it is least skewed by
the highest values from personal thresholds. (ASTM E1432-04)
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Figure 5. Range of probability with 2-AFC Method. In forced-choice experiments, the
point between chance response rate, 50%, and perfect response rate, 100%, is
usually taken as sensory threshold, 75%. (Gescheider, 1997; ASTM E1808)

Psychometric functions can be derived for either a single observer through
multiple trials or a population of observers with one or more trials per observer. Rather
than responding to stimuli, the error of habituation (responding from habit) and the error
of anticipation (responding from prediction) both interfere with psychometric research.
These must be counteracted by careful sample preparation and presentation. Classical
psychophysical designs to measure thresholds are the Method of Adjustments or Average
Error (MAE), the Method of Limits (ML), and the Method of Constant Stimuli (MCS).
The MAE has test subjects adjust a comparison stimulus to match a standard stimulus,
with the average setting for the comparison stimulus being the threshold and the
difference between this threshold and the standard stimulus being the average error. With
the ML, a stimulus is adjusted up and down in a stair-step fashion until the test subject
reports that they detect it or no longer detect it, respectively. The MCS, alternatively the
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Method of Right and Wrong Cases or Frequency Method, was first described by
Friedrich Hegelmaier in an 1852 paper. (Gescheider, 1997) It is similar in many ways to
the Method of Limits, but stimuli are presented in a random order. This prevents the
subject from being able to predict the level of the next stimulus, thus reducing errors of
habituation and anticipation. (Gescheider, 1997) Probabilistic modeling, also known as
Thurstonian modeling, considers the efficiency of the central processing that takes place
in the brain during comparative judgments. It was a precursor to the development of SDT
and is based on the ideas of variation of product perception and what can be called the
decision rule or cognitive strategy. (O’Mahony & Rousseau, 2002) Recently,
psychophysicists have tried applying SDT, measuring thresholds by the psychological
perception rather than the measure of the stimuli intensity.
Both the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) and International
Standards Organization (ISO) first recommend the 3-alternative forced choice (3-AFC)
method of sample presentation in which three samples are presented, two controls and
one containing the stimuli under test. The ASTM’s rapid method (E679) aims at
determining a practical “best estimate” value close to the threshold, based on a minimum
of testing effort, allowing larger panels. The ASTM’s intermediate method (E1432)
proceeds to determine individual thresholds by the concentration detected 50% of the
time, and the group threshold by histogram of individual thresholds. ISO Standard 13301
is essentially a combination of the rapid and intermediate ASTM procedures. (Meilgaard,
Civille, & Carr, 1999).
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Scales of stimuli intensity are typically segmented into 4-10 levels, with each step
differing from the previous step by a factor between 2 and 4 (ASTM E1432-04). Types of
scales include Nominal (values are different by name), Ordinal (values are sorted by
rank), Interval (values differ in degree along a scale), and Ratio (scale possesses a
meaningful, non-arbitrary zero value). Most measurement in physical sciences and
engineering is done on ratio scales (energy, light, heat, electricity, sound). Very
informally, many ratio scales can be described as specifying "how much" (magnitude) or
"how many" (count). (Sage & Goldstein, 2010)
Ernst Heinrich Weber, Gustav Fechner (of the Golden Ratio), and Stanley Smith
Stevens all contributed to how psychometric discrimination tasks are conducted. Weber’s
Law states that the JND threshold between two stimuli is proportional to the magnitude
of the stimuli. In other words, as a stimulus increases, greater change will be required in
order for change to be perceived. Weber’s law generally holds true for most sensory
stimuli. (Sage & Goldstein, 2010) “Fechner’s Law was the first statement of the nowaccepted fact that the relationship between sensory experience and stimulus intensity is
nonlinear.” Stimulus intensity has a proportional, logarithmic relationship with subjective
perception, meaning that if a stimulus has a geometric progression (multiplied), and
perception has an arithmetic progression (additive), we can use scales to refer between
the two. (Sage & Goldstein, 2010) Steven’s Law, also called the Psychophysical Power
Law, states that any stimulus not following Fechner’s Law follows a power function with
a different exponent, allowing for dramatically different graphs of perception. These may
be seen in Figure 6. (Sage & Goldstein, 2010)
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Figure 6: Functions of psychophysical stimuli.
Red: Common misconceived notion of a threshold.
Blue: Perceptual increase of stimuli according to Fechner’s Law.
Green: Actual logarithmic increase in stimuli according to Fechner’s Law.
Purple: A stimulus not following Fechner’s Law follows a power function with a
different exponent, according to Steven’s Law. (Sage & Goldstein, 2010)

Against the “No Preference” Option and 2-AC Testing
The 2 alternative forced-choice (2-AFC) test, sometimes called the pairedcomparison difference test, is generally used in discrimination-based psychophysics
experiments, and requires test instructions to specify the nature of the stimuli attributes
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being discriminated. (O’Mahony & Rousseau, 2002) During a single 2-AFC trial, two
stimuli are presented. In an absolute threshold experiment, one of the stimuli is a stimulus
at 0 intensity, or no stimulus, and the other is the stimulus at some scaled intensity. The
two stimuli can be presented in different locations, simultaneously, or in the same
location, consecutively. If presenting the stimuli simultaneously, it is decided randomly
which stimulus is in each location. If presenting consecutively, it is again decided which
stimulus is presented first. (Green & Swets, 1966)
In classical methods, participants are typically asked about detection while being
presented with one stimulus at a time, the intensity of which increases and decreases in a
stair-step fashion around a predicted threshold. The task in a 3 or 2-AFC experiment is
instead based on detection from among alternatives, so context has a larger role. If stimuli
are presented simultaneously, the task is to indicate which is the target stimulus
possessing some degree of intensity. If the stimuli are presented consecutively, the task is
to indicate if the target stimulus is presented first or second. In both cases, if unsure when
or where the target stimulus is, the participant must guess. The threshold is the stimulus
intensity that can be correctly identified 75% of the time. (Gescheider, 1997; ASTM
E1808) This is considered a pure measure of participant sensitivity without any input
from a cognitive bias.
With non-forced choice, observers use their sensitivity, a criterion element, to
make a decision. A criterion is an uncontrolled factor in the experiment, differing
between and within observers as a form of response bias, and is a central problem in
discrimination testing. (O’Mahony & Rousseau, 2002) Experience or training acts to
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increase sensitivity and decrease a subject’s criterion, and thresholds obtained with such
panels are usually lower than the threshold most consumers can detect. (Prescott et al,
2005) Also, participants may actively seek to find the lowest threshold in order to
appease experimenters and distinguish themselves, often resulting in more false
detections. During forced-choice experiments, observers often claim they do not perceive
anything but still they can produce results above chance because they are not aware of all
sensory information available. “The common reason given for this is that an unsure and
less confident judge, who can distinguish between two products, may be reluctant to
declare that he can do so.” (O’Mahony & Rousseau, 2002) Forced-choice judgments do
not require conscious experience, or decision about detection, and benefit from
subliminal perception so results are unaffected by criterion differences, eliminating
response bias. (Green & Swets, 1966; Braun et al., 2004; Alfaro-Rodriguez et al., 2007)
Discrimination tests should be matched in sensitivity to normal conditions of
consumption or use, meaning the most sensitive test is not necessarily best. (O’Mahony
& Rousseau, 2002)
Furthermore, much has been debated on the necessity or even the suitability of
a 2-AC (2 alternative choice) method as it is not as well developed or well understood as
the ordinary forced-choice discrimination and preference method. (Alfaro-Rodriguez et
al., 2007; Christensen, Lee, & Brokhoff, 2012) It has not been used as extensively in
research, though it often seems an appealing substitute. (Braun et al., 2004; AlfaroRodriguez et al., 2007) The 2-AC method includes a neutral “No Difference” or “No
Preference” option in an effort to know if consumers really are not able to discriminate or
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do not have a preference, information that may be imbedded in forced-choice data.
Without the “No Preference” option, analysis is a matter of simple binomial statistics. By
including a “No Preference” option, analysis of the resulting trinomial data becomes
more complex. (Marchisano et al., 2003)
Some authors have argued for the omission of the “No Preference” option, and
while various ways to square analysis of “No Preference” data with binomial statistics
have been devised, these approaches are not necessarily endorsed. (Alfaro-Rodriguez et
al., 2007) They include discarding the “No Preference” responses, splitting them equally
between the two preference options, splitting them proportionately between the
preference options according to the respective preference frequencies, and assigning the
“No Preference” responses to one of the two preference options by coin toss. These
options discard or alter data to fit multinomial responses to a binomial statistical analysis,
but only if there were a negligible amount of “No Preference” responses, which is not
always the case, would these procedures be harmless to the final experimental
conclusions. (Alfaro-Rodriguez et al., 2007).
Use of a placebo comparing identical products opens up another approach to
statistical analysis, though a placebo seems only to make sense when including a “No
Difference” or “No Preference” option. (Alfaro-Rodriguez et al., 2007) Instead of
comparing the test frequencies with the placebo frequencies, it would be simpler to
examine only the test frequencies for consumers who reported “No Difference” or “No
Preference” in the placebo comparisons. In this way, only data for unbiased consumers
are considered, but the sample size is likely to be drastically reduced, again because more
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false detections result from participants attempting to appease experimenters and
distinguish themselves. Even when presented with a placebo, 70-80% of consumers
regularly express a preference and only 20-30% will report “No Preference.”
(Marchisano et al., 2003)
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CHAPTER THREE
PILOT STUDY

Oyama et al. (2008) reported relatively small cultural differences in the
associations with abstract two-dimensional forms, making them useful for general studies
of the HVS. Bell et al. (2014) used the radial frequency patterns (polygons) seen in
Figure 7 as stimuli to test brain mechanisms for lower form processing, for features like
curvature, size, orientation, polarity, and luminance contrast. Polarity means using dark
elements on a light background or vice versa, while luminance contrast means the ratio
difference between these hues. They found evidence for two methods of processing in the
HVS: feature-selective and feature-agnostic global shape mechanisms, meaning the brain
can interpret features together or independently. In the same spirit as these studies, the
present author developed and conducted a pilot study to define an absolute threshold, the
point where under optimal conditions subjects can perceive the least amount of graphic
distortion in basic polygons.
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Figure 7. Radial frequency patterns, or polygons, used in case study. (Bell et al., 2014)

Figure 8. Polygons used in Pilot Study.
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Materials & Methods
For this pilot study, the hypothesis was that “there is an absolute threshold at
which a polygon is perceivably distorted and distinguishable from an original.” The null
hypothesis was then that “there is not an absolute threshold at which a polygon is
perceivably distorted and distinguishable from an original.” In designing the survey
structure and length, the aim was to eliminate any learning curve and fatigue over the
testing period. Another objective was to maximize the probability and ease of perceiving
distortion, without encouraging false positives, in order to establish if there is a baseline
threshold at which the HVS can detect graphic distortion. If found, then under other
circumstances the threshold would be elevated with greater distortion required in order to
be detected. The polygons seen in Figure 8 were used, as they are very simple and
controllable forms. More complex shapes may carry connotations and various elements in
larger compositions can produce distracting, masking effects. Symmetry is a form of
balance and when a composition is built equally around a central point, it demonstrates
radial symmetry. (Lidwell, Holden, & Butler, 2010; Bell et al., 2014) This simplicity and
equality of form permits no bias to be read into the perception of an image. If the
dimensions of a polygon do not appear uniform, it cannot be attributed to any inherent
asymmetry and distortion must have been applied.
Proportion is the relative distribution of form to a whole. As with symmetry,
proportion can play a role in how form is perceived. Next to other forms, features may
appear to stretch or shrink, advance or recede visually. This informed the decision to use
a 3-AFC test, with two identical and one similar polygon lined up horizontally, with no
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other images or information nearby to detract from them. Having more than three
polygons within a comparison is perceived as too large of a mental task. (Lidwell,
Holden, & Butler, 2010) Participants were asked to identify the polygon that was unlike
the others, allowing them simultaneously to know the polygon’s original appearance and
attempt to identify an outlier. Similarity and proximity help our minds understand
relationships between and within groups well. (Lidwell, Holden, & Butler, 2010; Orban
et al., 1996) Presenting a solitary image does not always guarantee that a participant
knows the original form, especially with less familiar polygons. (Gardiner & Java, 1990)
One might think horizontal alignment would aid in identification of an odd form, but if
placement were random, then proximity would be a compounding, uncontrolled variable.
With horizontal alignment, saccade-type eye movement naturally follows a left-right
reading motion and also follows the placement of like-products on a shelf in a shopping
environment.
Color of polygons was consistently held to standard black, which eliminated
texture and color bias, confirmed adequate polarity, and maximized luminance contrast
between figure and ground, that is, the polygons and white background. (Karunasekera &
Kingsbury, 1995) Contrast is the keystone structural feature, which aids the HVS in
detecting form. (Lin, Dong, & Xue, 2005) A regular rhythm was maintained by giving
the negative space the same lateral dimensions as the polygons. This eliminated
inconsistencies in spacing, which would give distortion away through the visual closure
effect, where the brain studies the interplay of edges and negative space. Because of the
visual closure effect, it was important to include several edge conditions, corners and
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curves, which may be factors in distinguishing distortion. Corners may act as anchors for
areas of interest (AOIs) and contribute to fixations. Furthermore, orientation of polygons
was maintained, as it may impact perception of distortion by slowing identification of
structural features. (Orban et al., 1996; Bell et al., 2014)
The pilot survey presented the polygons with varying degrees of distortion, from
0-10% less than original width. In all, there were ten polygons, beginning with a circle
and increasing the number of features, points and sides. All polygons fit within a two-bytwo inch art space. Several variations of a square were used to account for questions
regarding edges and orientation; one with rounded corners, one turned as a diamond, and
two with dimpled sides, straight and rounded, which increased perimeter edge. Both a
normal pentagon and dimpled pentagon, or a star, were used. The final form was a 9-gon,
the maximum single digit polygon and furthest from a circle. This set of ten polygons
gives a cross section of basic form through which to test the effects of distortion,
decreasing participant fatigue while still observing polygon typicality, or while still using
forms considered basic polygons. Distortion was applied to these polygons in Adobe
Illustrator, compressing or shrinking them horizontally, in the direction they would be
lined up and also in the typical direction that graphics on FBSS labels are manipulated
during the label application process.
All polygons were shown twice during the study, each being randomly matched
with a high value of distortion, 6-10%, and a low value of distortion, 1-5%. The first
polygon was selected using a number generator. Then the order was established by
counting every third polygon until each was shown. Beginning with another shape and
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counting every third, a second round was established. Next, the percent distortion was
assigned to the shapes by counting every third value, and making sure the second round
of percent distortion was the difference between the first assignment and 10%. For
example, if 8% were given to the circle, the next circle would be assigned 2% distortion.
Finally, two control shapes with 0% distortion were randomly inserted into the sequence
as placebo questions, one being a familiar and one an unfamiliar shape to preserve
equality. These two placebos were used to see if there was any positional response bias
for the participant pool. Thus, twenty-two (22) polygon questions embodied the survey,
made using Microsoft PowerPoint. Blank white slides were used between each question
to prevent learning and carry over effects, and an example with 20% distortion at the
beginning demonstrated the experimental process. Among the polygons on each slide, the
location of the distorted polygon could be in the left, middle, or right position. Each
position was randomized so that, between slides, location never repeated more than twice
consecutively and so that each of the three possibilities was equally probable. Each slide
had three randomized letters in the top left, associated with the three polygons by same
relative position. These were used to identify which polygons were unlike the other two.
The stimulus changed but the task was consistent during the course of the survey.
(Kanwisher et al., 1996; Orban, et al., 1996)
The same prompt was given before each participant took the survey, giving them
the name, purpose, and instructions of the survey, and an opportunity was given for
questions before proceeding. Every survey was administered on the same monitor in the
same testing environment; lighting and distance were as consistent as possible. Follow up
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questions were asked regarding relevant demographics like gender, quality of eyesight,
and experience with graphics. These factors could be considered in further analysis to see
if there was any significance or correlation with detecting distortion.

Results & Discussion
Responses were collected and translated into correct versus incorrect
identification of distorted polygon. Although there were 30 participants in the pilot study,
which would invoke the Central Limit Theorem stating the data should be normally
distributed, the correct/incorrect nature means the data is not normal but binomial. Data
was analyzed using a Generalized Linear Model (GLM), which will be described in
greater detail for the final study. Briefly, the GLM makes a linear function using the
independent variables, distortion and relevant demographic data, to predict the dependent
variable, the probability of detecting distortion. Given certain values for these
independent variables, such as high distortion or high education, the probability of
detection may increase above what is likely to occur by chance alone, and this function
may be plotted to find the absolute threshold.
The accuracy of the linear function in this model is first analyzed in Table 1. The
Rsquare value indicates the proportion of variation that can be attributed to the model
rather than to random error. The GLM includes a Repeated Measures ANOVA (Table 2)
that first indicates if any of the independent variables significantly influence the
dependent variable. Because each degree of distortion was applied to two polygon types,
the data for each polygon were combined so that distortion was consolidated by
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percentage. Again, ten polygons were used to decrease participant fatigue but differences
between polygons were not an explicit concern of this study. The GLM compared the
mean number of correctly identified distorted polygons across the ten degrees of
distortion, 1-10%. The small value of Prob>F, 0.0001, indicates that the observed F-Ratio
is unlikely, and is considered evidence that there is at least one significant effect in the
model. Table 3 has a larger Prob>F, 0.761, confirming the model fits the data. Table 4
indicates that Percentage of Distortion is a significant factor influencing the response
rate, but that Education and Age, while low Prob>F values, do not have significant
effects but are worth noting. All other covariates were tested but had much higher Prob>F
values and were not included here.

Table&1:&Pilot&Summary&of&Fit&
RSquare(
RSquare(Adj(
Root(Mean(Square(Error(
Mean(of(Response(
Observations((or(Sum(Wgts)(

0.290211(
0.273224(
0.378796(
0.73(
600(

Table&2:&Pilot&Analysis&of&Variance&(ANOVA)&
Source& DF& Sum&of&Squares&
Mean&Square&
F&Ratio&
Model(
14(
34.32032(
2.45145( 17.0849(
Error(
585(
83.93968(
0.14349( Prob&>&F&
C.(Total( 599(
118.26(
<.0001*(
(
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Table&3:&Pilot&Lack&Of&Fit&
Source&
Lack(Of(Fit(
Pure(Error(
Total(Error(

DF& Sum&of&Squares&
Mean&Square& F&Ratio&
45(
5.494167(
0.122093(
0.8405(
540(
78.445513(
0.145269( Prob&>&F&
585(
83.939679(
0.761(
(
Max&RSq&

Table&4:&Pilot&Effect&Tests&
Source&
Distortion(%(
Education(
Age(

Nparm& DF& Sum&of&Squares&
F&Ratio& Prob&>&F&
9( 9(
33.36( 25.8328( <.0001*(
3( 3(
0.737358(
1.713(
0.1632(
2( 2(
0.439881(
1.5328(
0.2168(
Distortion

From the effects test, the significance was well under P<0.05, so it may be said
with 95% confidence that correct response rate varied due to change in distortion, the
independent variable. The null hypothesis is rejected, confirming the hypothesis; there is
an absolute threshold at which a polygon is perceivably distorted and distinguishable
from an original. While random polygon selection will result in 33% correct response
rate, any percentage above may not necessarily be declared significant. Table 5 and
Figure 9 illustrate the response rate according to percent distortion. Between 4 and 5% is
where the correct responses begin to exceed 66%, halfway between the percentage found
by guessing and always detecting distortion. Accounting for standard error and a level of
certainty, the threshold under testing conditions is thus 5% distortion. It is important to
note that the proportion of correct responses never quite reaches 100%. This confirms
that the participant pool skews slightly right of normal distribution due to some
individuals with low sensitivity or high indifference to the stimulus, distortion. Table 6
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explicitly details which distortion percentages have means significantly different from
each other. Average proportion of correct responses is included in both Tables 5 and 6.

Table&5:&Pilot&Distortion&LSKMeans&
Level& Least&Sq&Mean&
Std&Error&
Mean&
1(
0.24390491(
0.06232883(
0.25(
2(
0.42723825(
0.06232883(
0.43333(
3(
0.61057158(
0.06232883(
0.61667(
4(
0.61057158(
0.06232883(
0.61667(
5(
0.82723825(
0.06232883(
0.83333(
6(
0.74390491(
0.06232883(
0.75(
7(
0.91057158(
0.06232883(
0.91667(
8(
0.89390491(
0.06232883(
0.9(
9(
0.97723825(
0.06232883(
0.98333(
10(
0.99390491(
0.06232883(
1(

Figure 9: Pilot Distortion LS-Means Plot
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Table&6:&Pilot&Distortion&LSKMeans&
Differences&Student's&tKdistribution&
α=0.050(
t=1.96403(
Level&
10(
9(
7(
8(
5(
6(
3(
4(
2(
1(

(
&&(
A(
A(
A(
A(
((
((
((
((
((
((

(
&&(
((
((
B(
B(
B(
((
((
((
((
((

(
&&(
((
((
((
((
C(
C(
((
((
((
((

(
&&(
((
((
((
((
((
D(
D(
D(
((
((

(
&&(
((
((
((
((
((
((
((
((
E(
((

( (
(
&&( Least&Sq&Mean&
((
0.99390491(
((
0.97723825(
((
0.91057158(
((
0.89390491(
((
0.82723825(
((
0.74390491(
((
0.61057158(
((
0.61057158(
((
0.42723825(
F(
0.24390491(

Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different.

Education
Education, with a low Prob>F value, does not have a significant effect but is
worth noting and may be seen in Figure 10. Most participants had some college or a
Bachelor’s Degree. With more testing, a slight trend could develop between highest
education attained and mean correct response rate. Across all education levels, the
proportion of correct responses was within range of threshold level. Standard error
prevents a truly significant trend from being declared. Average proportion of correct
responses is included with Table 7.
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Table&7:&Pilot&Education&LSKMeans&
Level&
1(High(School(or(Equivalent(Degree(
2(Some(College(
3(Bachelor's(Degree(
4(Master's(Degree(

Least&Sq&Mean&
0.62638889(
0.69561966(
0.69722222(
0.87638889(

Std&Error&
Mean&
0.09609178(
0.65(
0.05109961( 0.719231(
0.04752458( 0.732143(
0.06671389(
0.825(

Figure 10: Pilot Education LS-Means Plot

Age
With a low Prob>F value, age also does not have a significant effect but is worth
noting. In Figure 11, a slight trend appears as proportion of correct responses drops with
increased age. Standard error again prevents declaration of a truly significant trend. Age
typically impacts other factors such as education, eyesight, and experience with graphics,
though none of these covariates were significant according to the GLM for this study.
Average proportion of correct responses is included with Table 8.
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Table&8:&Pilot&Age&LSKMeans&
Level&
Least&Sq&Mean& Std&Error&
Mean&
18(to(24(
0.74751603( 0.03112314( 0.724074(
25(to(34(
0.82668269( 0.06967601(
0.8(
45(to(54(
0.59751603(
0.1083058(
0.75(

Figure 11: Pilot Age LS-Means Plot
Placebo Response Location
A chi-squared test was applied, comparing response frequency for the left,
middle, and right locations, to determine whether people had response location bias. The
two control questions with three identical polygons of 0% distortion were not counted as
correct or incorrect, but position was noted for this purpose. With a P-value of 0.304, no
significant response location bias was found, meaning participants were not inclined to
answer in any certain way when unsure of the answer. Though not significant, there was
a slight propensity for right of center, with fewer left and fewest middle polygons
selected, as is seen in Table 9. If in future studies a positional bias was found, this could
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be compensated for by placing stimuli proportionally between locations or by
formulating a different type of survey.

Table&9:&Pilot&ChiKSquare&Means&Table - Percent Spread&
&
Left(
Middle(
Right(
Total(

Frequency&
Percent& Valid&Percent&
Cumulative&Percent&
208(
31.5(
31.5(
31.5(
186(
28.2(
28.2(
59.7(
266(
40.3(
40.3(
100(
660(
100(
100( (P-value = 0.304(

Conclusions
Covariates included participant number, age, gender, ethnicity, education,
eyesight, understanding of instructions, difficulty with survey, experience with graphics,
and whether distortion would prevent a purchase decision. None of these yielded
significance in effect. Data indicated only significance between degrees of distortion and
response rate. Further testing with HVS capacity should examine if the threshold
increases to higher distortion levels with more complex images, such as packaging labels.
(Grill-Spector & Malach, 2004; Orban et al., 1996) Decreasing luminance contrast could
also increase the difficulty of perceiving distortion and elevate threshold. (Pentland,
1988)
Limiting factors of this study include using only polygons, the standard black
color, the brevity of the study, and the digital nature of the stimuli. The ability to show
every polygon at every distortion level would be a longer though possibly more telling
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study. Also needed are greater participant numbers and wider demographics for more
robust data. (Karunasekera & Kingsbury, 1995)
In spite of these limitations, it was found that in a context that maximized the
probability and ease of perceiving distortion without encouraging false positives, the
HVS has an absolute threshold of 5% at which a polygon is perceivably distorted and
distinguishable from an original. There may also be factors that have not been considered
affecting whether distortion is easily perceivable. Follow up studies should further
investigate the nuances encompassed here but also determine if there is significance in
effect between levels of familiarity, patterns, textures, typography, logos, faces, larger
compositions, and photographs. (Isola et al., 2011; Orban et al., 1996) Other possible
investigations include measuring the minimum amount of time required to identify
distortion in an image (Thorpe, Fize, & Marlot, 1996), or using eye tracking technology
to measure where and how people determine distortion.
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CHAPTER FOUR
MATERIALS AND METHODS

The experiment “Estimating a ‘consumer rejection threshold’ for cork taint in
white wine” by Prescott el al. (2005) was a prime foundation for the methodology of this
final study. They combine a paired preference test with a method of constant stimuli
threshold procedure. Their aim was to determine the consumer rejection threshold, seen
in Figure 12, the point at which wine consumers would begin to reject a wine containing
cork taint. Subjects were told that the study was a test of preference for different wines
with no mention made of cork taint. (Prescott et al., 2005) However, in psychophysics
situations where memory and sequence effects play a significant role, the 2-AFC requires
greater sensitivity differences, resulting in slightly greater statistical power over the 3AFC. The 2-AFC is generally used in such discrimination-based methods where the
attribute change can be specified. (O’Mahony & Rousseau, 2002) For this final study,
subjects were charged with a discrimination task for a specific quality, and were thus told
to discern based on graphic distortion.
A pair of studies entitled “Product Design: Preference for Rounded versus
Angular Design Elements” by Westerman et al. (2012) was also influential in the
development of the final study. Through the first of these two computer-based studies,
they “found a preference for rounded designs that extended to self-report purchase
likelihood, with additive effects of contour and graphics shape that could not be
accounted for by design typicality or perceived ease of use.” Simultaneous manipulation
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of both contour shape and graphics shape leads to the emergent variable of “unity.”
Participants preferred designs with a high degree of unity, or congruence. The
congruence associated with the combination of an angular contour and angular graphic
will, to some degree, mitigate the generally negative effects of angularity on preferences.
Their second study, seen in Figure 13, was based on hedonic ratings of design
qualities. It looked at the relationship between product (spring water vs. bleach),
container shape (round vs. angular), and label shape (round vs. angular). They found that
the interaction between bottle shape and graphics was not significant for any of the
dependent measures, reinforcing that the effects of bottle shape and graphics shape are
additive. Preference for design shapes was not product dependent. “When considering
contour, people preferred designs that were more typical (the rounded designs) although
their attention was captured by the atypical and less-preferred angular designs.”
(Westerman et al., 2012) While curved shapes were more typical for some products,
preference for roundness did not vary. “Greater preference for rounded designs was
apparent in participants’ ratings of both aesthetics and purchase likelihood. Typicality is
not a sufficient explanation of a relative preference for rounded designs. Perceived ease
of use is also not a sufficient explanation of design preference.” (Westerman et al., 2012)
They also found independence of the effects of contour shape and graphics shape. If
indeed there is independence, then relatively inexpensive promotional and seasonal
changes can indeed be made to packaging graphics without needing to alter the shape of a
product’s container.
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Figure 12. Proportion of subjects choosing wine without cork taint. Solid line represents
no preference, while dotted line indicates 5% significance criterion threshold for
N=58 subjects. (Prescott et al., 2005)

Figure 13. Experiment on the relationship between product, container shape, and label
shape. (Westerman et al., 2012)
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Objectives
In the pilot study it was found that under optimal conditions subjects could
perceive 5% or greater graphic distortion in basic polygons. This main study advanced
the investigations of the pilot study to packaging labels, incorporating from the literature
review information on FBSS, bottle technology and trends, the impact of product
typicality, cultural understanding, and general label elements and context on the HVS.
Because Bell et al. (2014) found that the HVS can interpret features together or
independently, it was unclear what implications their findings would have for processing
the more complex graphics of FBSS. This final study on graphic distortion in FBSS had
treatments organized in a Randomized Complete Block Design (RCBD) and presented
each of the stimulus levels along with a control for comparison using a 2-AFC Method.
In this way, the present author hoped to answer the following research questions:
[RQ1]: Is there a measurable threshold of acceptable distortion?
[RQ2]: Does consumer preference for non-distorted graphics affect consumer acceptance
of distortion?
[RQ3]: Does bottle shape affect consumer acceptance of distortion?
[RQ4]: Does familiarity with graphics affect consumer acceptance of distortion?

Experimental Design & Analysis
The goal of this final study was to compare levels of graphic distortion on FBSS
labels in order to find at which level consumers take notice. To compensate for the
distortion that occurs while shrinking a label onto a bottle, software may be used to pre-
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distort graphics by varying amounts so a normal image appearance results after
application. This process is described further in the “Stimuli” section. The first variable,
distortion, had five levels: 0, 12.5, 25, 50, and 100 percent. Bottle shape was the second
variable that was studied because of a bottle’s influence on the appearance of its label.
Bottle shape had 3 levels: Concave, Convex, and Conical. The familiarity of a label was a
third variable because of its potential impact on consumer attention to graphic distortion.
Label familiarity had 2 levels: Brand Name and Generic. This experiment used a mixed 2
(labels) x 3 (bottle shapes) x 5 (distortion percentages) set up, effectively 30 treatments in
a Randomized Complete Block Design (RCBD). “Label” was a between-subject variable,
meaning each participant was tested with either the brand name or generic label, while
bottle shape and distortion percentage were within-subject variables, meaning each
participant was tested with all levels of bottle shape and all levels of distortion.
Often, more than one independent variable has an effect the dependent variable,
and all factors should be in the model design and analysis. An extraneous independent
factor is called a blocking factor, and while not the subject of the investigation its effect
should be accounted for in the explanation of experimental results. The term “block” was
first used by R.A. Fisher in 1926 while he was conducting agricultural field experiments.
(Morris, 2011) Blocking divides experimental units into relatively homogeneous groups
to make comparison between treatments more reasonable, decrease experimental error,
and make results of inference more valid. In an RCBD, every block contains each
treatment exactly once and treatments are assigned randomly within a block. Thus the
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blocks are randomized and complete. The RCBD is said to be an additive model,
meaning there is no interaction effect between treatment and block.
Linear regression predicts the dependent response variable, Y, through a linear
combination of independent observed variables, called predictors. This implies that a
constant change in a predictor leads to a constant change in the response variable, which
is appropriate when the response variable has a normal distribution. With RCBD, both
blocks and treatments are the independent variables, and each data point of the dependent
response variable is a function of the independent variables. The generalized linear model
(GLM) is a flexible generalization of ordinary linear regression, allowing the response
variable not to have a normal distribution and the variance of each measurement to be a
function of its predicted value. The non-normal response variable is connected to the
linear model through a link function that transforms the data. The GLM and SDT have
been used in analysis of sensory discrimination tasks more recently than probabilistic
Thurstonian models, mentioned previously.
The performance of a fixed number of trials with fixed probability of success on
each trial is known as a Bernoulli trial. The Bernoulli distribution is the simplest discrete
distribution, named after Swiss scientist Jacob Bernoulli. (McCulloch & Searle, 2001)
When trying to predict the probability of success/failure or making a yes/no choice, a
linear-response model is not appropriate. Data will not be normally distributed when
probable outcomes are bounded as success, 1, and failure, 0. More simply, the probability
itself is modeled rather than the frequency of observed outcomes. For this final study,
each treatment had a Bernoulli distribution.
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The statistical analysis here used a generalized linear mixed model (GLMM).
Used widely in many disciplines, it is an extension of the GLM wherein the linear
predictor contains random effects in addition to the usual fixed effects. By
accommodating blocks in this linear mixed model, it is expected that any influence
beyond fixed effects is random and independent from block to block. (Morris, 2011)
These random effects are presumed to have a normal distribution. In the GLMM, fixed
effects are used for modeling the mean of Y, the response variable, while random effects
govern the variance-covariance structure of Y. A fixed effect is considered to be a
constant, which may be estimated, while a random effect is an extraneous factor
acknowledged to be affecting the data, which may be predicted. In this study, the fixed
variables are Label, Bottle Shape, Distortion Percentage, and the random variable used
for blocking is Person. Similar to the pilot study, stimulus levels were presented along
with a control for comparison using the 2-AFC Method. Presentation was changed from
3-AFC Method to more closely align with a choice of preference and a Bernoulli trial.

In all experiments, the basic GLM equation is:

Yij = µ + ri + βj + εij
Yij response to treatment i in block j
µ
overall average response to all treatments
ri
effect of treatment i
βj
effect of block j

εij

!

random error associated with treatment i in block j
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For this final experiment, the specific GLMM equation is:

Y = µ + L + S + D + (S*D) + (L*S) + (L*D) + (L*S*D) + P(L) + ε
Y
response to a given treatment in a specific block
µ
overall average response to all treatments
L
fixed effect of Label (brand name vs generic)
S
fixed effect of Bottle Shape (concave, convex, conical)
D
fixed effect of Distortion % (0, 12.5, 25, 50, 100)
(S*D)
interaction effect between Bottle Shape and Distortion %
(L*S)
interaction effect between Label and Bottle Shape
(L*D)
interaction effect between Label and Distortion %
(L*S*D) interaction effect between Label, Bottle Shape, Distortion %
P(L)
random effect of blocking by Person (within each label study)

ε

random error associated with a given treatment in a specific block

Hypothesis
[RQ1]: Is there a measurable threshold of acceptable distortion?
Any percentage of distortion that produces a proportion of correct responses equal to or
greater than 75% is considered the threshold according to classical psychophysical
threshold testing measures. (Gescheider, 1997; ASTM E1808)

H0: µd <0.75, where d is some amount of distortion
Ha: µd ≥0.75, where d is some amount of distortion
Using the GLMM method, compare fixed effects of distortion percentage on proportion
of correct responses.

H0: µ0=µ12.5=µ25=µ50=µ100
Ha: µ0≠µ12.5≠µ25≠µ50≠µ100
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[RQ2]: Does consumer preference for non-distorted graphics affect consumer acceptance
of distortion?
Compare proportion of correct responses of those who self-reported that distortion would
or would not affect their decision to purchase the product.

H0: µYes=µNo
Ha: µYes≠µNo

[RQ3]: Does bottle shape affect consumer acceptance of distortion?
Compare fixed effects of bottle shape on proportion of correct responses.

H0: µConvex=µConcave=µConical
Ha: µConvex≠µConcave≠µConical

[RQ4]: Does familiarity with graphics affect consumer acceptance of distortion?
Compare fixed effects of label on proportion of correct responses.

H0: µBrandName=µGeneric
Ha: µBrandName≠µGeneric

Stimuli
In order to generate the digital stimuli for graphic distortion, 3D bottles were first
modeled in Solidworks. Standard top and bottom pieces were made and a height
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established. Then, three forms for the middle of the bottle were modeled, based on
common bottle types observed in retail environments, including a concave, convex and
conical shape. These middle sections varied from the standard top and bottom by
circumference, because distortion occurs where a FBSS shrinks around a smaller
circumference on a bottle. To standardize this difference for each bottle shape, the ratio in
circumferences roughly followed Fechner’s golden ratio (1:1.7, approximates 1:1.618).
For the concave bottle, the circumference of the top and bottom was 1.7 that of the
middle. For the convex bottle, the middle was 1.7 that of the top and bottom. For the
conical bottle, the top circumference was reduced so that the taper followed the height of
the bottle and so the bottom was 1.7 that of the neck’s circumference. These three bottle
shapes were saved as basic .DAE (Solidworks) files, seen below in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Bottles created in Solidworks.
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The Solidworks bottle files were then opened in Esko’s Shrink Sleeve Toolkit,
which simulates FBSS application and resulting geometry. For this process, the
maximum accuracy setting was selected, as opposed to speed, and the standard settings
for material properties (10% vertical, 65% horizontal shrinkage) and coefficient of
friction (0.35) were used. All sleeve were shrunk for a duration of 6 seconds of
simulation time, long enough for all transformation to occur. The 3D bottle with
simulated sleeve geometry applied was then saved as a .ZAE (Collada) file. To simulate
the graphic distortion of labels, the Collada files were brought into Adobe Illustrator.
Here, a template was opened showing the layflat artspace of the FBSS prior to
application. Two separate labels were made, a custom-made generic yogurt drink label,
Figure 15, and a brand name coffee product label, Figure 16. This was to simulate label
familiarity and test whether sensitivity to distortion increases with familiarity, as might
be expected with leading brand name labels. Product typicality was maintained since both
products, yogurt and coffee, were among those observed utilizing the expanding number
of contoured bottle shapes and FBSS. Graphics created beforehand were dropped into the
layflat artspace and simulated onto the bottle in a separate window via the previously
generated sleeve geometry. Unique .AI (Illustrator) files were saved for each bottle type,
containing the bottle, shrunken FBSS geometry, and graphics.
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Figure 15. Generic label, Yummy Bunny Yogurt.
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Figure 16. Brand name label, Folgers Coffee.

Distortion was varied during the next step using Esko’s Shrink Sleeve Toolkit. A
pre-distort feature allows graphics to be manipulated in preparation for application to the
bottle. This feature has two options; style 1 allows bottle shape to determine distortion,
and style 2 simulates a flat projection from a single perspective. Style 1 was utilized for
this study since bottle shape certainly impacts graphics, and because style 2 only works
from a single perspective, which is not maintained in an actual shopping context where
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tangible packaged goods may be held and moved. All graphics on both labels were
grouped into four regions, each roughly a quadrant of label height, to locally address
distortion since circumference varies along bottle height. Graphics were pre-distorted in
place on the label using a sliding tool to set to a percentage. Since Fechner’s Law states
the relationship between sensory experience and stimulus intensity is nonlinear, each
increment was double the previous one so the progression of graphic distortion went 0,
12.5, 25, 50, and 100 percent. (Sage & Goldstein, 2010) Another way of saying this is
that using the slider tool, pre-distortion decreased from 100, 87.5, 75, 50, and 0 percent.
Within Adobe Illustrator, a visualizer window allows one to see how the predistorted label will appear on the bottle after the simulated shrink process. In this
window, options were adjusted such as the label material (glossy opaque white PE or
OPP film), the scene/environment (Supermarket Food), and the preset view, which was
established so that the bottle would appear directly ahead, as it would on a shelf at eye
level for a shopper of average height. PNG images of the bottle with label applied were
then produced for each increment of distortion. These original PNGs were 21.3 inches
wide by 12.3 inches tall with 100 dots/inch in resolution. Art optimized anti-aliasing was
also applied so that any pixelated graphics were smoothed out through blending pixel
colors.
Using Illustrator again, these images were compiled into pairs, a bottle with 0%
distortion (control) and the same bottle shape with an increment of distortion (stimuli).
Each pair was a set distance apart, and saved together using the artboard space as a new
comparison image. The position of the control bottle was randomly selected each time.
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Each comparison was to be a slide in the experimental survey. These comparison images
were uploaded into SurveyMonkey online survey software. The sequence of comparison
images was also set to randomize for every participant. Two surveys were made, one for
the generic label and one for the brand name label, each comparing all levels of distortion
to a control for each of the three bottle shapes. All bottles with brand name coffee labels
and with generic yogurt labels may be seen in Figure 17 and Figure 18, respectively.
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Figure 17. Comparing distortion percentages with brand name label on bottles.
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Figure 18. Comparing distortion percentages with generic label on bottles.
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Experimental Procedure
These two surveys were then published online using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk
(MTurk) software. More about MTurk and its soundness for academic research is
available in Appendix A. Because the surveys were online, some testing conditions could
not be strictly enforced. More about the comparability of screen size is available in
Appendix B. It is assumed that the surveys were taken indoors where most computers are
housed and used, limiting testing conditions to some extent. Information about the nature
of the experiment was provided prior to a participant beginning voluntarily. Instructions
for the survey were also provided as a participant progressed along. The stimuli
presentations were followed by demographic questions and the experiment concluded
with a completion code, taken from SurveyMonkey back to the prompt in MTurk for
verification and compensation. Each participant received $0.25 for completing the
survey. The maximum time allotted for taking the survey was one hour. Data was
collected over a period of five days in January 2015.
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CHAPTER FIVE
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

General Demographics
In all, there were 200 participants, 100 per survey. 70 were 20-30 years old, 69
were 30-40 years old, 32 were 40-50 years old, 23 were 50-60 years old, and 6 were over
60 years old. None were under 20 years old. Of this group of 200, 94 were male and 106
were female. 153 were Caucasian, 11 were African-American, 10 were Hispanic, 22 were
Asian / Pacific Islander, and 1 was American Indian. 6 participants had completed Some
High School, 25 High School or Equivalent Degree, 57 Some College, 20 Associate
Degree, 74 Bachelor’s Degree, 16 Master’s Degree, and 2 had completed a Doctorate
Degree. 178 participants had 20/20 vision or vision corrected to 20/20, 14 did not, and 8
did not know. On a scale of 1-5 for understanding the task of the study, 1 being not very
well and 5 being very well, the mean rating of understanding was 4.3. On a scale of 1-5
for difficulty finding distortion during the study, 1 being not very difficult and 5 being
very difficult, the mean rating of difficulty was 3.8. Considering who had education or
experience working with graphic design, illustration, etc., 34 did while 166 did not. With
respect to education or experience working with shrink-wrap film or labels, 11 did and
189 did not. Considering all bottles in the survey and if any of the differences in graphics
would change their decision to purchase the product, 25 said “yes” and 175 said “no.”
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Outliers Excluded
Data did include some outliers, which were excluded from analysis based on
criteria of time, response rate, and self-reported understanding. There were 17 unique
participants excluded from the final analysis of 183 participants.
The first qualification was any participant that took less than 2 minutes to
complete all of the 15 experimental questions and 10 required demographic questions.
This is roughly the minimum time required to complete all questions after quickly
reading instructions. 3 participants were excluded on this basis.
Another qualification was response rate, or total correct responses. The
probability of a participant getting correct 2 or fewer of the 12 experimental questions
containing stimuli is very low, even if participants were guessing (With 12 trials,
binomial probability P(x=2): 0.01611328, P(x=1): 0.00292969, P(x=0): 0.00024414, and
P(x=0,1, or 2): 0.01928711 cumulative). It is more likely that they mixed up instructions
of the study. 7 participants were excluded on this basis.
No participants were excluded on the basis of getting more correct as this would
be attributable to the stimuli. With 11 as the most, no participant correctly responded on
all 12 experimental questions.
The final qualification was self-reported understanding of the task, with a scale
from “1 - not very well” to “5 - very well.” Those who reported understanding at 1 or 2
were excluded because they may have performed the study with the wrong intent, such as
selecting labels that were not distorted rather than those that were distorted. 7 participants
were excluded on this basis.
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Observations from Demographics
JMP is a business unit of SAS that produces interactive software for desktop
statistical discovery. Pronounced “jump,” its name suggests a leap in interactivity, a
move in a new direction. JMP was used for most of the statistical analysis on
demographic information and graphing.

Table&10:&Effect&Tests&
Source(
Gender(
Age(
Ethnicity(
Education(
Decision(to(Purchase?(
Graphic(Experience(
Shrink(Wrap(Film(Experience(
20/20(Vision(
Time(
Difficulty(
Understanding(

Nparm( DF( Sum(of(Squares( F(Ratio(
Prob(>(F(
1(
1(
1.8340546(
7.4253(
0.0065(
4(
4(
1.7614198(
1.7828(
0.1295(
5(
5(
1.6033249(
1.2982(
0.2618(
6(
6(
2.4093241(
1.6257(
0.1360(
1(
1(
0.1129550(
0.4573(
0.4990(
1(
1(
0.0441771(
0.1789(
0.6724(
1(
1(
0.5626646(
2.2780(
0.1314(
2(
2(
0.6440728(
1.3038(
0.2717(
1(
1(
0.0197760(
0.0801(
0.7772(
1(
1(
0.1223067(
0.4952(
0.4817(
1(
1(
0.0112615(
0.0456(
0.8309(

Table 10 shows that the only demographic variable that had a significant fixed
effect was Gender. In Table 11, the average man had a correct response rate 0.074 higher,
or 7.4% better than the average woman.

Table&11:&Gender&Response&Rate&LS_Means&
Level(
Female(
Male(

!

Least(Sq(Mean(
Std(Error(
Mean(
0.53758206(
0.05540012(
0.486979(
0.60314370(
0.05583903(
0.561303(
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Figure 19. Number of Participants Correctly Identifying Distorted Sample.

Seen in Figure 19, the participant scores for correctly identifying distorted labels
are roughly normally distributed, with a mean just above 6 labels. Skewed right just
slightly, this indicates that very few participants could detect nearly all percentages of
distortion, and that the lowest levels of distortion were rarely identified.
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Figure 20. Number of Participants Correctly Identifying Distorted Sample by Gender.

Table&12:&Gender&Total&Correct&LSKMeans&
Level(
Female(
Male(

!

Least(Sq(Mean(
Std(Error(
Mean(
6.4509847(
0.72426263(
5.84375(
7.2377244(
0.73000062(
6.73563(
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The distribution of the overall histogram is revealed to be bimodal when sorted by
gender in Figure 20. In Table 12, it is seen that men scored higher with a mean of nearly
7, and skewed left indicating not all men had an advantage. Women had a mean of nearly
6, and skewed right indicating some women performed much better.
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Figure 21. Bar Graph of Proportion Correct by Gender

Men identified distortion significantly better, as seen in Figure 21. This is
possibly because they tend to be more visually oriented, more image-driven in their
preferences for specific designs, and more concerned with overall product structure,
whereas women pay more attention to details, textures and natural-looking forms. Men
view design simplicity in image-related terms, while women prefer it in practical terms.
(Xue & Yen, 2007) On average, women did no better than guessing with 50% correct,
while men had close to 60% correct. Rather than being more perceptive, it may be that
men were more competitive and had more personal investment in getting as many correct
as possible, while women were simply finishing the survey for compensation.
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Figure 22. Bar Graph of Proportion Correct by Age.

Table&13:&Age&LSKMeans&
Level(
20(to(30(
30(to(40(
40(to(50(
50(to(60(
Over(60(

Least(Sq(Mean(
0.62125075(
0.59339292(
0.61276616(
0.52962048(
0.49478410(

Std(Error(

Mean(
0.05215583(
0.05550690(
0.05884464(
0.06272961(
0.08735626(

(
(
(
(
(

0.556011(
0.519900(
0.534946(
0.421053(
0.450000(

Older ages appear to score lower in Figure 22, but age was not significant. Mean
response rate by age is detailed in Table 13. Age may be considered in future studies
because of its impact on other variables such as technological adeptness and vision.
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Figure 23. Bar Graph of Proportion Correct by Ethnicity.

No significance was found for ethnicity. See Figure 23.
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Figure 24. Bar Graph of Proportion Correct by Education.

Table&14:&Education&LSKMeans&
Level(
1(Some(High(School(
2(High(School(or(Equivalent(Degree(
3(Associate(Degree(
3(Some(College(
5(Bachelor's(Degree(
6(Master's(Degree(
7(Doctorate(Degree(

!

Least(Sq(Mean(
0.68931895(
0.51798019( (
0.61818034( (
0.56071871( (
0.56611781( (
0.62453577( (
0.41568840( (
(
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Std(Error(
0.08664465(
0.05958054(
0.06217470(
0.05174233(
0.05243647(
0.06007362(
0.15495072(

Mean(
0.694444(
0.481061(
0.546296(
0.517296(
0.510714(
0.576923(
0.333333(

!

Education did not have a significant effect, though in Figure 24 participants with
only some high school education appeared to do slightly better and those with a doctorate
degree slightly worse. This may be due to other factors, such as age and eyesight.
Younger participants may also be more technological adept or have free time to
participate in online studies, as very few participants with doctorate degrees participated.
Participation in MTurk surveys may also be a primary source of income for those in high
school, likely not the case for those with further education. Mean response rate by
education is detailed in Table 14.
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Figure 25. Bar Graph of Proportion Correct by whether distortion would impact a
decision to purchase the product (self-reported).

Even when participants self-reported that distortion would impact their purchase
decisions, their sensitivity to distortion remained the same, seen in Figure 25. No
significance was found for having a preference. If mindful consumers cannot detect
distortion with any greater ease, their preferences have no impact. Of those 183
participants included in analysis, 161 reported “no” and 22 reported “yes.”
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Figure 26. Bar Graph of Proportion Correct by Graphic Experience & Shrink Wrap Film
Experience.

Table&15:&Shrink&Wrap&Film&Experience&LSKMeans&
Level(
No(
Yes(

Least(Sq(Mean(
Std(Error(
Mean(
0.52614989(
0.04770147(
0.518466(
0.61457587( (
0.07306530(
0.619048(
(
In Figure 26, participants with graphic experience did no better than those

without, and those with shrink-wrap film experience did no better than those without.
Mean response rate by shrink-wrap film experience is detailed in Table 15.
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Figure 27. Bar Graph of Proportion Correct by 20/20 Vision.

No significance was found for 20/20 vision, as seen in Figure 27.
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Figure 28. Proportion Correct by time to complete survey.

Figure 28 illustrates the trend between time taken on the survey and the
proportion of correct responses. The blue area shaded around the trendline represents
standard error of proportion correct. No significance was found for time taken on survey
as a factor impacting performance. Most participants took under 24 minutes and those
who took longer were not likely to perform better.
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Figure 29. Difficulty vs. Understanding.

Figure 29 illustrates the trend between participant self-rated understanding of
survey instructions and their rating of survey difficulty. The blue area shaded around the
trend line represents standard error of difficulty. Participant rating of difficulty appeared
to be only slightly inversely proportional to their rating of understanding.
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Figure 30. Comparing Total Correct Responses by Difficulty and Understanding.

It appeared in Figure 30 that as participant rating of understanding increased, their
rating of difficulty decreased. However, neither self-rated difficulty nor understanding
had a significant impact on whether a participant was able to perform better in detecting
distortion.
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Observations from Primary Variables
In addition to JMP, standard SAS was used for the last part of the analysis,
determining the significance of the fixed effects, their interactions, and the random
effects from blocking by person. Tables 16, 17, and 18 describe the Generalized Linear
Mixed Model (GLMM).

Results: ProcMixed.sas
The GLIMMIX (GLMM) Procedure

Table&16:&Model&Information&
Data(Set(
Response(Variable(
Response(Distribution(
Link(Function(
Variance(Function(
Variance(Matrix(
Estimation(Technique(
Degrees(of(Freedom(Method(

WORK.FINALDATA(
Selected(
Gaussian(
Identity(
Default(
Blocked(
Restricted(Maximum(Likelihood(
Containment(

Table&17:&Class&Level&Information&
Class(
Label(
Bottle(Shape(
Distortion(
Person(

!

Levels(
2(
3(
4(
183(

Values(
Folgers(Yogurt(
Concave(Conical(Convex(
25(50(100(12.5(
1(2(3(4(5(6(7(8(9(10(11(12(13(14(16(18(19(20(21(23(24(25(26(
27(28(29(30(31(32(33(34(35(36(37(38(39(40(41(42(43(44(45(46(
47(48(49(50(51(53(54(55(56(57(58(59(62(63(64(65(66(68(69(71(
72(73(74(75(76(77(78(79(80(81(82(83(84(85(86(87(88(89(90(91(
92(93(94(95(96(97(98(99(100(101(102(103(104(105(106(107(
108(109(110(111(112(113(114(115(116(117(118(119(120(121(
122(123(124(125(126(127(128(129(130(131(132(133(134(135(
136(137(138(139(140(141(142(143(144(145(146(147(148(149(
150(151(152(153(154(155(156(157(158(159(160(161(162(163(
164(165(166(167(168(169(170(171(172(173(174(175(176(177(
178(179(180(181(182(183(184(185(186(187(188(189(190(191(
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Table&18:&Covariance&Parameter&
Estimates&(Random&Effects)&
Cov(Parm(
Person(
Residual(

Estimate( Standard(Error(
0.005525(
0.002726(
0.2366(
0.0075(

Table&19:&Type&III&Tests&of&Fixed&Effects&
Effect(
Num(DF( Den(DF(
F(Value(
Pr(>(F(
Label(
1(
1991(
10.42(
0.0013(
Bottle(Shape(
2(
1991(
0.94(
0.3917(
Bottle(Shape*Label(
2(
1991(
5.24(
0.0053(
Distortion(
3(
1991(
9.22(
<.0001(
Distortion*Label(
3(
1991(
0.93(
0.4255(
Distortion*Bottle(Shape(
6(
1991(
4.71(
<.0001(
Distortion*Label*Bottle(Shape(
6(
1991(
1.38(
0.2174(

Table 19 shows that “Label” and Distortion were significant variables, and that
there was an interaction effect between Bottle Shape and “Label” and between Bottle
Shape and Distortion.
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Label

Figure 31. Bar Graph of Proportion Correct by Label.

Table&20:&Label&LSKMeans&
Label( Estimate( Std(Error( DF(
t(Value(
Folgers(
0.4846(
0.01657( 1991(
29.25(
Yogurt(
0.5604(
0.01666( 1991(
33.65(
(
(
(
(
(

Pr(>(|t|(
<.0001(
<.0001(
(

Mean( Std(Error(Mean(
0.4846(
0.01657(
0.5604(
0.01666(
(
(

Table&21:&Differences&of&Label&LSKMeans&
Label(1(
Folgers(

!

Label(2( Estimate( Std(Error(
DF(
t(Value( Pr(>(|t|(
Yogurt(
g0.07584(
0.02349( 1991(
g3.23(
0.0013(
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“Label” had a significant effect on detection of distortion, seen in Figure 31. The
generic yogurt label had a better proportion of correct responses than the brand name
coffee label. This could be due to label features that are more easily processed by the
HVS, making distortion more obvious. For example, FDC recommends not using circles
as they quickly lose their uniformity, and the generic yogurt label has an abstract circle of
colorful dots. The HVS may recognize this pattern easily, as it can the triangle shown in
Figure 4. It also may be that familiarity with a label is not as important as the features of
the label itself. Table 20 gives the mean detection rate of distortion per “Label” and Table
21 indicates that these means are significantly different.
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Bottle Shape

Figure 32. Bar Graph of Proportion Correct by Bottle Shape.
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Though Grahl, Greiner, & Walla (2012) found “evidence for gender-specific
unbiased emotion differences related to different bottle shapes,” and gender did have an
effect on detecting distortion in this final study, bottle shape did not have any effect
outright (see Figure 32) nor an interaction effect with gender. Table 22 gives the mean
detection rate of distortion per Bottle Shape and Table 23 indicates that these means are
not significantly different.
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Figure 33. Bar Graph of Proportion Correct per Bottle Shape and Label

Although bottle shape did not have an effect outright, it did have an interaction
effect with label, as seen in Figure 33. The effect was largest for the convex and conical
bottle shapes, which promoted the identification of distortion when paired with the
generic yogurt label. This may be attributed to features on the generic label being
emphasized by the geometry of the convex and conical bottles. The brand name coffee
label, though more familiar, perhaps did not have features that would promote detection
of distortion when applied to the bottle geometries.
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Distortion

Figure 34. Line Graph of Proportion Correct per Distortion Percentage.
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Figure 34 shows the percentage of graphic distortion and corresponding detection
of distortion. Table 24 gives the mean detection rate of distortion per level of distortion
and Table 25 indicates that the mean at 100% is significantly different than the means of
all other levels of distortion. Up until 50%, distortion did not impact detection, but
between 50 and 100% participants began to detect distortion. 100% distortion produced a
mean correct response rate of 61.6%, which is less than what would be considered a
threshold by classical methods. This implies that a strong Just-Noticeable-Difference
(JND) threshold above no stimulus, or an absolute threshold, cannot be determined by
classical threshold measures. Distortion still has a significant effect, however, once it is
great enough. Consumers may be able to detect distortion on FBSS labels that have not
been pre-distorted, but not to such an extent that it would prevent them from making a
purchase decision. What’s more, if any pre-distortion method is available, even a small
application would be sufficient to mask any distasteful effects of distortion from the
sleeve application process.
In conjunction with the significance of label familiarity, it may be true that a new,
generic label can be introduced into a product market using FBSS and fare well enough
without use of pre-distortion techniques, assuming label features attract attention as well
as a brand name label but without drawing scrutiny to distortion. It would take a high
level of distortion, the presence of certain unknown label features, and a certain choice of
bottle shape for distortion to become evident. Perhaps distortion would be more
perceivable on bottles with greater contours than those presented with this study, which
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would naturally distort graphics further. Without a threshold value, distortion can be only
a minor concern when moving to FBSS labels on contoured bottle shapes.

Figure 35. Line Graph of Proportion Correct per Distortion Percentage and Label.

There was not a significant interaction effect between percent distortion and label.
However, in Figure 35 it may be seen that label alone did have an effect on detection of
distortion, with the generic yogurt label having a mildly increased response rate.
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Figure 36. Line Graph of Proportion Correct per Distortion Percentage and Bottle Shape.

In Figure 36, there was a significant interaction effect between percent distortion
and bottle shape. The concave bottle shape encouraged detection of distortion at 25%
distortion, but discouraged it at 50% distortion. For all bottle shapes, 12.5% distortion
had no better rate of detection than guessing, and 100% distortion had better rates of
detection than guessing. Only between 25% and 50% does this anomaly present itself.
This may be the inverted geometry of the concave bottle producing some masking effect
with the HVS, or due to some other unknown cause. No errors in the assembling of the
survey were found when investigated.
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Table&26:&Placebo&Response&Location&K&ChiKSquared&Test.&
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(

103(
97(
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(

Table 26 shows that there was no position-response bias as determined by placebo
questions, where neither of the two bottles presented had graphic distortion (full predistortion applied).
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Figure 37. Line Graph of Proportion Correct per Distortion Percentage, Bottle Shape, and
Label.
As seen in Figure 37, there was not a significant interaction effect between
percent distortion, bottle shape, and label. However, here it may be seen that the
interaction effect between percent distortion and bottle shape discussed above is very
consistent between labels. This confirms that the effect stems either from the inverted
geometry of the concave bottle, producing some masking effect with the HVS, or else
from some other unknown cause.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSIONS

[RQ1]: Is there a measurable threshold of acceptable distortion?
Fail to Reject H0. Highest Response Rate of 0.616 < 0.75
There is insufficient evidence, at 5% level of significance, to conclude that any
means are greater than or equal 0.75, or a 75% detection rate, or to conclude that there is
a measurable threshold of acceptable distortion.

H0: µd <0.75, where d is some amount of distortion
Ha: µd ≥0.75, where d is some amount of distortion
No, under the simulated shopping conditions of this experiment there is not a
measurable threshold of acceptable distortion, according to classical psychophysical
threshold testing measures. A threshold would be need to be observed 75% of the time,
the response rate halfway between 50% and 100% of the time. (Gescheider, 1997; ASTM
E1808) At 61.6% response rate of detection for 100% distortion, the HVS does not detect
any amount of distortion significantly often enough under the simulated shopping
conditions of this experiment to determine a threshold for FBSS labels.

Reject H0. P-value <0.0001 < 0.05
There is sufficient evidence, at 5% level of significance, to conclude that not all
means are equal, and to conclude that consumers may detect distortion better at some
levels.
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H0: µ0=µ12.5=µ25=µ50=µ100
Ha: µ0≠µ12.5≠µ25≠µ50≠µ100
However, when graphics on FBSS labels are distorted 100% (no pre-distortion
applied), consumers may detect distortion significantly better than they otherwise would
with lower levels of distortion. This is not a threshold amount of distortion, but simply a
measurable amount that is significant in effect. This may indicate that 100% distortion is
just short of significance as a threshold, but significant enough to have an effect of some
concern. This finding may allow less rigid brand regulations and increased application of
graphics to high distortion areas of bottles. High consumer tolerance of distortion may
allow reduced testing costs and time to market for FBSS.
P-value <0.0001 < 0.05

Distortion also has a statistically significant interaction effect with bottle shape,
apparent most on conical and convex bottles.

[RQ2]: Does consumer preference for non-distorted graphics affect consumer acceptance
of distortion?
Fail to Reject H0. P-value 0.4990 > 0.05
There is insufficient evidence, at 5% level of significance, to conclude that the
means are different, or to conclude that consumer preference for non-distorted graphics
affects consumer acceptance of distortion.
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H0: µYes=µNo
Ha: µYes≠µNo
12% of participants said that they do prefer non-distorted graphics. 22 out of 183
participants said distortion would impact their purchase decisions, and 161 out of 183
said it would not. Figure 16 illustrates that even if they self-report that distortion would
impact their purchase decisions, their sensitivity to distortion remained the same. This is
perhaps because they physically cannot detect distortion, are not attentive enough to
detect distortion on FBSS, or find their preference for non-distorted graphics to be less
than they believed. Consumers who thought distorted graphics would prevent them from
making a purchase may be put at ease knowing that graphics do not directly indicate
damaged products. FBSS may be more widely used in the future with less uncertainty
about whether distorted graphics could negatively affect consumer purchase likelihood.

[RQ3]: Does bottle shape affect consumer acceptance of distortion?
Fail to Reject H0. P-value 0.3917 > 0.05
There is insufficient evidence, at 5% level of significance, to conclude that any of
the means are different, or to conclude that bottle shape affects consumer acceptance of
distortion.

H0: µConvex=µConcave=µConical
Ha: µConvex≠µConcave≠µConical
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Bottle shape alone does not seem to affect consumer acceptance of distortion, but
bottle shape may have an effect when it interacts with labels and with percentages of
distortion.

[RQ4]: Does familiarity with graphics affect consumer acceptance of distortion?
Reject H0. P-value 0.0013 < 0.05
There is sufficient evidence, at 5% level of significance, to conclude that the
means are different, and to conclude that familiarity with graphics does affect consumer
acceptance of distortion.

H0: µBrandName=µGeneric
Ha: µBrandName≠µGeneric
Yes, in fact familiarity may cause a masking effect or blindness to distortion.
Consumers may see brand name products they know and pay no further attention to a
label or if it is distorted. Also, the masking effect may depend on certain features that
make up the label. This effect may be strongest for labels that have more features, edges
and contrast, or labels without excessive visual noise but with details that are very
specific, like the profile of a rabbit or a face.

P-value <0.0053 < 0.05
Label also has a statistically significant interaction effect with bottle shape,
apparent most on conical and convex bottles.
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Limitations
Because this final study used only 2D digital simulations of tangible 3D objects,
its conclusions may be limited in scope. This did, however, allow for more controlled
samples and for a broader test subject base than would have been accessible otherwise.
Results may only apply to the bottle types specified here: concave, convex, and conical
shapes. Asymmetric, ergonomic, and bottles generally proportioned differently may also
have a different effect with distortion. Familiarity with label graphics was determined to
impact detection of distortion, though graphics on labels can admittedly be a diverse and
subjective craft, and it cannot be assumed that these conclusions are universal.

Recommendations
The only demographic variable that had a significant fixed effect was gender, and
the distribution of the histogram for all participants was bimodal when sorted by gender.
Men identified distortion significantly better, possibly because they tend to be more
visually oriented, more image-driven in their preferences for specific designs, and more
concerned with overall product structure, whereas women pay more attention to details,
textures and natural-looking forms. Men generally view design simplicity in imagerelated terms, while women prefer it in practical terms. Rather than being more
perceptive, it may be that men were more competitive and had more personal investment
in getting as many correct as possible, while women were simply finishing the survey for
compensation. This difference in gender should certainly be investigated further and
included in any future study.
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“Label” had a significant effect on detection of distortion. The generic yogurt
label had a better proportion of correct responses than the brand name coffee label. This
could be due to label features that are more easily processed by the HVS, making
distortion more obvious. It may be that familiarity with a label is not as important as the
features of the label itself. Both labels were modeled after actual labels of products that
are typical with FBSS. Further research is needed on label familiarity and on the elements
of labels themselves. Research could expand to include new products that are not yet
typical with FBSS.
Although bottle shape did not have an effect outright, it did have an interaction
effect with “label.” The effect was largest for the convex and conical bottle shapes, which
promoted the identification of distortion when paired with the generic yogurt label. This
relationship between unfamiliar, generic labels and bottle shape is worth pursuing further.
There was a significant interaction effect between percent distortion and bottle
shape. The concave bottle shape encouraged detection of distortion at 25% distortion, but
discouraged it at 50% distortion. Due to this peculiar outcome, similar bottles with more
exaggerated curvatures and new bottle shapes should be included in future research.
Bottles with greater contours than those presented in this study would naturally distort
graphics further, making distortion more likely to be perceived.
Other possible investigations include measuring the minimum amount of time
required to identify distortion in an image (Thorpe, Fize, & Marlot, 1996), or using eye
tracking technology to measure where and how people determine distortion. Moving to
physical FBSS prototypes in a simulated shopping environment is the next logical
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advancement of this body of research. Further study of shrink-wrap technologies and
control capabilities, especially the more common steam-based shrinking process, would
aid further experiments with this direction and application.
Companies might consider using less of their logos on bottles that utilize FBSS,
as proposed by Ewam Yap with Big Brand Theory: Experimental Packaging Design
(2013). “Each brand’s identity could be meticulously and uniquely cropped out of the
packaging as much as possible, maintaining its integrity and comprehension while at the
same time enhancing the aesthetic value.” With less actual logo, the FBSS labeling
process would be simpler while maintaining consumer brand recognition.
The classical method of measurement did not yield a threshold, but the
Generalized Linear Mixed Model (GLMM) did find that distortion could be a significant
factor perceived by consumers. Further comparison between methods of threshold testing
should be done, especially when it relates to graphic distortion on Full Body Shrink
Sleeves (FBSS). Quality assurance sensory procedures aim to ensure consumer
preferences are satisfied, but if a threshold is beyond consumer perception or variance in
quality control, then consumer rejection from said sensory quality should not be a
concern.
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Appendix A:
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk

The 21st century saw the first use of online surveys for data collection purposes
(Birnbaum, 2000). Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) was introduced in 2005 as a
“marketplace for work that requires human intelligence,” pairing together “requestors”
and “workers” for short-term tasks. (www.mturk.com) Peer-reviewed articles on the
strengths and weaknesses of the tool quickly followed the first appearance of MTurk data
the research literature. (Rouse, 2015) Institutional Review Boards (IRBs) have naturally
raised specific questions about use of MTurk in academic research, though it has all the
major elements required to conduct research from start to finish: a streamlined process of
study design, a large participant pool, facilitated participant recruitment, data collection,
and integrated participant compensation system. (Buhrmester et al, 2011) Additionally,
MTurk offers numerous benefits such as the lack of potentially biasing interactions with
the experimenter, access to a distinctly different population than traditional college
samples, built-in anonymity, and availability of cross-national data. (Rouse, 2015)
In what appears to be the first psychological research publication using MTurk,
Eriksson and Simpson (2010) found that both American and Indian women expressed
stronger negative emotional reactions to the prospect of losing money in a lottery, relative
to American and Indian men. This replicated a gender difference in financial riskaversion in a general online setting. Not long after, Alter, Oppenheimer, and Zemla
(2010) showed that both MTurk workers and traditional lab participants exhibit the same
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cognitive error of tending to overestimate one’s ability to explain natural and mechanical
processes. In a replication of classic decision-making research tasks, Paolacci, Chandler,
and Ipeirotis (2010) also showed that rates of judgment errors did not differ significantly
for MTurk workers in comparison to more conventional samples.

Participation, Compensation & Length
The ease and relatively low cost of gaining the data can be particularly beneficial
to collaborating student and faculty researchers. Data reported by Rouse (2015) for a
study included 400 responses, was collected in 13 hours and 13 minutes, and cost $88.
Chris Callison-Burch, PhD, an associate research professor in the computer science
department at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, has used MTurk for his research.
(Reviewing Research, 2010)
Amazon charges a 10% commission, and the compensation amount awarded in
MTurk is typically small, as low as $0.01 and rarely exceeding $1, for 5-10 minute
Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs). Translated into an hourly wage, the typical worker is
willing to work for about $1.40 an hour (Horton & Chilton, 2010). To put costs in
perspective, a pay rate on MTurk of $.50 for a 5-min survey (an effective hourly rate of
$6.00) is still associated with a per-respondent cost of $.55 (including Amazon.com’s
10% surcharge) or $.11 per survey minute. By contrast, per subject costs for typical
undergraduate samples are about $5–10, for nonstudent campus samples about $30 (Kam,
Wilking, and Zechmeister 2007), and for temporary agency subjects between $15 and
$20. (Berinsky et al, 2012)
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Realistic compensation rates do not affect data quality, and the data obtained are
at least as reliable as those obtained using traditional methods. However, participation
rate is a function of HIT features, payment amount and survey length, a finding consistent
with previous research on non-survey tasks (Mason & Watts, 2009; Buhrmester et al,
2011). When offering just 2 cents for a 30-minute task, 25 participants can be recruited in
about 5 hours of posting time. By increasing the compensation to 50 cents, the same
number of participants may be recruited in less than 2 hours of posting time. (Buhrmester
et al, 2011) Generally, recruiting is fast and it took only three weeks for Paolacci et al to
collect 1000 subjects. Each respondent was paid $0.10 and took 3 minutes on average to
complete the survey, an hourly average wage of $1.66, which is superior to the median
reservation (minimum acceptable) wage of $1.38/hour (Horton & Chilton, 2010).
Although no MTurk worker is obligated to complete a HIT, the ethical principle
of Justice compels researchers to provide a fair reward. (American Psychological
Association, 2010) IRBs usually require that a person be paid regardless of whether he or
she withdraws from a study. A preemptive qualification could have participants answer
questions unrelated to the research demonstrating their attention, and dismissing them
from the study if they don't pass the screening test. (Reviewing Research, 2010). Workers
are willing to complete simple tasks for virtually no compensation, suggesting that they
are not driven primarily by financial incentives, but by internal motivations such as
challenges and enjoyment. (Buhrmester et al, 2011)
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Demographics & Motivation
When compared to the practical alternatives, the MTurk respondent pool has
attractive characteristics, even apart from issues of cost. MTurk boasts a large, diverse
workforce consisting of over 100,000 users from over 100 countries who complete tens
of thousands of tasks daily (Pontin, 2007). They are also not currently an excessively
overused pool. Heavy reliance on American college samples, generally small sectors of
humanity, has been a longstanding gripe, especially in the field of psychology
(Buhrmester et al, 2011). Although not without it’s own faults, data collected via the
Internet can reduce the biases of traditional samples. MTurk participants are more
demographically diverse than standard Internet samples and significantly more diverse
than student and convenience samples. (Gosling et al, 2004; Paolacci et al, 2010)
70–80% of workers were from the United States and were relatively
representative of the population of U.S. Internet users. Recently, however, the population
dynamics on MTurk have changed significantly, with a greater proportion of Indian
subjects in recent experiments, suggesting the need for a fresh survey of the workers.
(Eriksson & Simpson, 2010) Amazon allows participation in a given HIT to be restricted
to workers from a specific country, allowing researchers to maintain a homogeneous
population despite growing heterogeneity. (Paolacci et al, 2010) On race, MTurk’s
characteristics are mixed: It is similar to the Current Population Survey (CPS) on percent
white, but underrepresents blacks and Hispanics. (Berinsky et al, 2012)
Across U.S.-based MTurk workers, there are significantly more females (64.85%)
than males (35.15%). (Paolacci et al, 2010) Compared to the American National Election
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2008–09 Panel Study (ANESP), a high-quality Internet survey conducted by the firm
Knowledge Networks, MTurk is only slightly more female (64 versus 58%), and slightly
less educated (14.9 versus 16.2 years). (Berinsky et al, 2012) Though it is self-reported,
both MTurk and ANESP somewhat underrepresent low education respondents. This may
partially be explained by the younger age of MTurk users, but may also reflect higher
education levels among early adopters of technology. On age, the MTurk sample is
notably younger. In the study by Paolacci et al. (2010) workers were 36 years old on
average, with a minimum of 18, maximum of 81, and median of 33, and thus slightly
younger then both the U.S. population as a whole and the population of Internet users.
Despite being more educated, both mean and median income for MTurk are lower
than ANESP, CPS and national averages. (U.S. Census, 2007) For example, while 45%
of the U.S. Internet population earns below $60K/year, the corresponding percentage
across U.S.-based MTurk workers is 66.7%. (Paolacci et al, 2010) Only 13.8% of the
U.S.-based workers reported that MTurk was their primary source of income. 61.4%
reported that earning additional money was an important driver for joining MTurk, with
Entertainment at 40.7% and “killing time” at 32.3%. In fact, 69.6% of the U.S.-based
workers reported that they consider MTurk a fruitful way to spend free time. Most
workers spend a day or less per week working on MTurk, and tend to complete 20–100
HITs during this time.
Relative to ANESP and CPS, MTurk subjects are more likely to: have never
married (51%), rent rather than own their home (53%), and report no religious affiliation
(42%). The MTurk sample is broadly similar to the other samples in region of residence,
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with perhaps a slightly larger prevalence of those living in the Northeast. MTurk
respondents are slightly more Democratic in their partisan identification than are ANESP
respondents and are substantially more liberal in their ideology. (Berinsky et al, 2012)
All told, these comparisons reinforce the conclusion that the MTurk sample does
not perfectly match the demographic and attitudinal characteristics of the U.S.
population, which may limit their suitability for some research topics, but does not
present a wildly distorted view of the U.S. population either. (Berinsky et al, 2012)
MTurk samples will often be more diverse than convenience samples and will always be
more diverse than student samples. MTurk provides an important way to overcome the
barrier to conducting research raised by subject recruitment costs and difficulties by
providing easy, inexpensive access to nonstudent adult subjects. (Berinsky et al, 2012)

Anonymity
The entire interaction between investigator and subject is online and anonymous,
reducing concerns about how to safely store responses to sensitive questions, and IRBs
are more likely to treat studies in MTurk as exempt from reviews. (Paolacci et al, 2010)
While a researcher may not know the name of the person assigned to a particular number,
if the subject participates in many studies, a fairly detailed personal profile could still be
derived from the answers. Amazon officials did not respond to a request from IRB
Advisor about how the company protects data. (Reviewing Research, 2010) So, IRBs
concerned about this possibility can require investigators to delete the worker's official
Amazon ID number and assign them a different ID that is unique to a specific study once
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the data is collected. This could be a standard practice in IRB proposals.
Also because of anonymity, it is impossible to obtain a signed consent form. If the
IRB permits it, a requester can include consent in the request, explicitly stating that the
task is research and that acceptance of it constitutes giving consent. A more in-depth
consent statement may be part of a screening tool, requiring participants to read the
consent statement and click a button saying, "I consent" before being able to participate
in the study itself. (Reviewing Research, 2010)

Data Quality
There is little evidence to suggest that data collected online is necessarily of
poorer quality than data collected from subject pools (Krantz & Dalal, 2000; Gosling et
al., 2004). The quality of data provided by MTurk meets or exceededs the psychometric
standards associated with published research. (Buhrmester et al, 2011) Concerns about
heterogeneous treatment effects, subject attentiveness, and the prevalence of habitual
survey takers are not large problems in practice. Given their incentives, MTurk
respondents may generally pay greater attention to experimental instruments and survey
questions than do other subjects. (Berinsky et al, 2012)
In practice, multiple responses are rare in web based experiments and are even
less of a problem for MTurk because each worker ID must correspond to a unique credit
card number. (Krantz & Dalal, 2000; Gosling et al., 2004, Berinsky et al, 2012) Thanks
to the workers’ unique ID, researchers can identify workers who already took part to
previous versions of an experiment, and exclude them accordingly. (Paolacci et al, 2010)
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Non-response error is the number of people who accessed the study but did not complete
it entirely. Subjects recruited from online discussion forums are significantly less likely
to complete the survey than MTurk subjects (66.7% and 91.6% respectively) This
suggests that MTurk strongly diminishes the potential for non-response error in online
research. (Paolacci et al, 2010) When using external sites, such as SurveyMonkey, it is
important to remember that eventually the experimenter will need to verify workers’
claimed participation. This can be done by providing a code at the end of the survey to be
retrieved and entered back on the MTurk HIT page.
External validity is “an assessment of whether the causal estimates deduced from
experimental research would persist in other settings and with other samples. Internal
validity pertains to the question of whether causal estimates appropriately reflect the
effects of the experimental manipulation among the participants in the original setting.”
(Berinsky et al, 2012) “Workers in MTurk exhibit the classic heuristics and biases and
pay attention to directions at least as much as subjects from traditional sources.
Furthermore, MTurk offers many practical advantages that reduce costs and make
recruitment easier, while also reducing threats to internal validity.” (Paolacci et al, 2010)
MTurk subjects appear to respond to experimental stimuli in a manner consistent
with prior research. When experimental studies previously conducted using convenience
and nationally representative samples were replicated, MTurk and original samples had
similar results. (Berinsky et al, 2012) Overall, these studies confirm that MTurk is a
reliable source of experimental data in judgment and decision-making. (Paolacci et al,
2010) Hundreds of studies are being conducted using this research method. (Rouse, 2015)
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Appendix B:
Screen Size: Preference & Performance

Preference
When subjects watch the larger television screens they report more positive
emotional responses to attractive news anchors on the screen and to viewing environment
(Grabe et al, 1999) When subjects watch a dramatic program, they prefer larger television
displays. (Ohtani & Mitshuhashi,1973) The research on screen size generally suggests
that large screens increase the intensity of viewer responses, but some experiences may
become too intense and even unpleasant on large screens. When viewing a horse race
scene that features fast motion, larger displays cause dizziness and fatigue. (Ohtani &
Mitshuhashi,1973) Three studies provide no support for the idea that screen size can
enhance the enjoyment of a viewing experience; Kim (1996) Detenber & Reeves (1996)
and Lombard et al (1997). Sense of distance, lack of realism, and decreased attention and
memory are associated with small screen size viewing conditions. On a social level, it
seems that small screens might be preferable in personal settings whereas large screens
serve public or small group viewing experiences better. (Grabe et al, 1999)

Viewer Disability
A study was conducted comparing the preference of 3 screen sizes between
disabled and nondisabled persons in a word processing task. (Li et al, 2010) Most
disabled and nondisabled participants believed a larger screen made it easier to locate
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characters and spell, while smaller GPS and especially cell phone screens were very
difficult to read and catch the stimuli of target characters. Participants experienced dry
eyes and fatigue with a smaller screen more quickly than with larger screens. A bigger
screen size could generally lead to better performance, though screen size does have a
limit for participants with motor disabilities due to their eye span or visual field.
However, a larger screen size will elicit more unnecessary movement for all people.
Results supported the hypothesis that different screen sizes could be used with
satisfactory performance for nondisabled participants. (Li et al, 2010)

Quality & Conditions
Some researchers have found that larger screens make people choose a greater
viewing distance (Duncanson & Williams, 1973; Lombard, 1995; Lund, 1993; Nathan et
al, 1985). Others have found the ratio of preferred distance to image size to be constant
regardless of image size (Jesty, 1958; Westerink & Roufs, 1989). The work of Lund
(1993) may be the most authoritative: in five experiments he showed subjects images
from 11 to 123 inches and found the ratio of viewing distance to image height declined
from 7.4 to 3.1. Preferred viewing distance may be related to subjective evaluations of
image quality (i.e. - we sit closer to images we perceive to be of better quality).
When resolution is held constant, variations in screen size do not impact the
amount of information displayed on a screen but make that information appear smaller
(on a smaller monitor) or larger (on a larger monitor). Although the amount of
information remains constant, test takers might find one easier to read than another.
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(Bridgeman et al, 2003) No significant effects on math or verbal scores were found in a
study with larger high-resolution displays. (Bridgeman et al, 2003)
Effects could be different in a high-stakes test. Frustrations with scrolling might
reduce motivation and effort in a low-stakes test but have less of an impact in a higherstakes test. On the other hand, difficulties with scrolling could raise anxiety levels and
therefore have more of an effect on a high-stakes test. (Bridgeman et al, 2003) Because
scrolling to search for answers takes time, larger effects of screen resolution might be
found in a rapid test. The math test, which required virtually no scrolling, should be less
susceptible to effects from stricter time limits. Nevertheless, with less time per item,
screen display effects might have emerged. Studies by Bridgeman et al. (2003) were
relatively short, and factors that are merely minor irritants on a short test might have
more of an impact on longer tests.

Memory
Detenber and Reeves (1996) found that subjects who read from a 15 inch
computer screen learned the material more quickly than those who read from a 12-inch
screen. Yet, there were no differences in required cognitive effort or long-term retention
of the material. They also found that subjects who watched images on a large screen
remembered more of the images immediately after viewing than subjects who watched a
small screen. However, screen size did not influence delayed memory. Kim (1996) found
that a large image lead to greater memory for facts presented and greater recognition
memory of images in a 15-minute infomercial.
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Appendix C:
Input Code for Statistical Analysis in SAS

PROC IMPORT OUT= FinalData DATAFILE= FINALDAT
DBMS=xlsx REPLACE;
SHEET="sheet1";
GETNAMES=YES;
RUN;
data FinalData;
input Product Bottle Distort Person Selected @@;
Proc Glimmix data = FinalData;
class Product Bottle Distort Person;
model Selected = Product Bottle Distort Distort*Bottle
Product*Bottle Product*Distort Product*Bottle*Distort;
random Person;
LSmeans Product Bottle Distort/ilink;
LSmeans Product Bottle Distort/diff;
run;
quit;
*Some variable names were command function names and were changed for coding in
SAS
*Product = label
*Bottle = bottle shape
*Distort = distortion
*Person = participant
* Basic GLM code
* proc glm data=FinalData;
* class Product Bottle Distort Person;
* model Selected=Product Bottle Distort Distort*Bottle Person;
* random Person / test;
* run;
*quit;
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Appendix D:
Growth of Polyolefins

Polyolefins are the largest group of thermoplastics, produced from chemicals
derived by processing coal, crude oil and natural gas. Olefin means “oil-forming” and
these compounds are also known as alkenes. Polyolefins are built with unsaturated or
reactive monomers that consist of only hydrogen and carbon atoms. These monomers
also have at least one pair of double-bonded carbon atoms. These molecules are simple,
but when repeated and combined at length in various ways, they produce materials with
unique properties. The two most important types of these materials are polyethylene (PE)
and polypropylene (PP).
Polyolefins are used as stand-alone plastic components and often in composite
structures. Generally, a polyolefin material consists of polymer chains throughout its
mass. These polymers can change depending upon how they are produced and especially
upon temperature. If the polymer chains are amorphous, like LDPE in Figure 38, they
have many randomly entangled molecule branches that form a flexible, transparent
material. If polymer chains are non-branched and crystalline, like LLDPE or HDPE, they
tend to organize closely around spherulite crystals forming a dense, rigid, and opaque or
translucent structure. At high temperatures, specifically beyond the melting point (Tm),
these structures are not maintained and the material exhibits amorphous appearance and
behavior.
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Figure 38. Polymer Chains in Polyethylene (PE). (Soares & McKenna, 2012).

Imperial Chemical Industries first commercialized polyolefins, but diverse
properties allow their uses to include adhesives, appliances, automotive parts, cable
jacketing, crates/containers, textiles, toys, film, food packaging, insulation, plastic bags,
medical applications like prosthetics, textiles, and numerous other goods. It is now
increasingly substituted for other materials in previous applications.
One implementation of interest is shrink-wrap film, where a polymeric plastic is
useful for its ability to return to smaller dimensions when exposed to heat. Herbert Nagel
and Lawrence Roy Hatt with DuPont (E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company) based out
of Willmington, Delaware, invented shrink-wrap film. They applied for a patent in 1955
and by March 3, 1959, Patent 2,876,067 made it official (Heat-shrinkable film, 2013).
Since it’s creation, production of shrink film has expanded to include multi-substrate
films, which combine advantageous qualities, and novel materials in an effort to reduce
disposal waste.
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Due to industrialization in emerging markets, expanding global communications,
and increased trade, the market for polyolefins is changing rapidly. New applications,
especially where there are cost and performance advantages, will drive demand upward.
Production has seen a lot of investment and growth (Figure 39) in places like the Middle
East and especially Asia Pacific where there are great supplies of affordable raw
materials and potential for high demand. This trend is expected through 2014. On the
other hand, Europe’s landscape is shifting to higher value and performance products
while consolidating properties and operations, a process sometimes called
“rationalization.” Cheap feedstock from shale gas in North America is stimulating the
production and market for PE, making it a globally competitive export (Tonzani, 2012;
America’s Bounty: Gas Works, 2012). However, the American and European markets are
viewed as mature and are not expected to contribute much growth over the next decade.
Profits for the industry are expected to climb until around 2015, at a cyclical high not
reached since 2006. Global demand for olefins and polyolefins was around 205 and 116
million tons, respectively, in 2010 and is expected to grow by 4% annually until 2017,
just after the peak demand (Plastemart, 2011). Asia Pacific accounts for nearly 40% of
demand worldwide, with an expanding manufacturing sector generating exports and
some domestic products. This region will continue to import large polymer quantities for
the foreseeable future, with China leading much of the industry growth. This is partly due
to local coal reserves and new refinery investments. India, Singapore, Malaysia and
Thailand are expanding rapidly and there are signs of potential in Indonesia and Vietnam,
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where there are large populations and potential markets. Long-term progresses will be
sustained by advanced feedstocks of natural gas liquids like ethane.

Figure 39. World Polyolefin Production. (Kaminsky, 2008).

Personal research thus far has been an investigation of graphic control in shrinkwrap film. The purpose was to first understand distortion, its significance in various
fields, especially packaging design, and to investigate the ability of the Human Visual
System (HVS) to recognize it. Distortion may be here defined primarily as a lack of
proportionality in an image resulting from defects, a loss of natural, normal, or original
shape or condition. An understanding of polyolefins and their product films allows better
control of graphics during printing and shrinking.
Polyolefins have become a pivotal material whose influence is far reaching and
growing. Advances in production have allowed versatile applications and new pressures
on natural resources will drive ingenuity and cost saving measures in the coming years.
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